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Abstract                                                                          
  
This document aims to describe the problems in current radiant heat source heat flux calibration 
techniques and the approach our team took to solve them through automation. The following 
sections outline the basic premise of the problem we addressed and who our end product benefited. 
The proceeding sections addresses the research that we have performed regarding heat flux 
measurements and automation. This research includes current solutions – mostly partial solutions 
for problems that are similar but not exactly like ours. Following the background research, we define 
objectives, with specific details that outline how we evaluated different possible solutions, and how 
we decided upon our final approach. We discuss our detailed plan used to accomplish each of these 
objectives, the design process leading to a final design, and the analysis that led to and verified this 
design. Finally the results and conclusions of the completed project are included.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
  
The overall objective of this project was to design a device that can quickly and precisely measure 
the heat flux of a radiant energy source. Our solution directly affects Cal Poly Fire Protection 
professor and researcher Dr. Richard Emberley’s testing, as well as any other fire safety researchers 
that need to know the specific heat flux profile in a given testing space. We automated the current 
practice, which requires a person to move a heat flux gauge between readings, as well as measure the 
new distance of the targeted node from the heat source by hand. Our goal was to be able to measure 
all of the heat flux nodes of interest without having to turn the heat source off. An automated heat 
flux device would not require the user to move the heat flux gauge by hand or turn off the heater, 
which would greatly simplify the calibration process. 
  
Funding for this project came from the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering Department, an R-IDC 
research grant, and other grants provided to Dr. Richard Emberley. The following Final Design 
Report serves to provide an explanation for the thought process that allowed our team to define the 
problem and explain how that problem was solved with various objectives and project tasks. 
  
This project included a team of four Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering majors, three of which are 
concentrating in mechatronics and the other student has worked in the field of fire protection.  
Stakeholders in this project include: the ME students working on this project, Dr. Emberley, our 
sponsor; Professor Rossman, our advisor; and the Cal Poly FPE program as a whole. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
  
2.1 Basics of Combustion Tests 
  
The need for an innovative design to measure the heat flux of a radiant heat source for the purpose 
of calibration stems from the currently tedious and lengthy process that Dr. Emberley undergoes 
when fire testing experiments are conducted. In order to understand the combustion properties of 
test materials, fire researchers like Dr. Emberley need to accurately characterize the heat flux profiles 
produced by the testing source.  
  
For example, a piece of timber may ignite when exposed to a particular magnitude of heat flux. The 
researcher performing this experiment would want to anticipate at what distance from the radiant 
source at which the timber would ignite, and how far the timber would burn before it would stop. 
The heat flux experienced by the sample decreases as the test material burns away from the heat 
source; however in order to determine the heat flux and location for both of these positions, a 
thorough and precise calibration method is required. 
  
According to Dr. Emberley, from previous tests, heaters used can output heat flux ranges between 
40 to 100 kW/m2 with maximum values for larger heaters exceeding 350 kW/m2.  To place these 
numbers into perspective, it has been shown that heat fluxes of only 10 kW/m2 can inflict 2nd 
degree burns on human skin after only about 15 seconds of exposure [2]. For further understanding 
of the relative magnitudes of heat fluxes, see Figure 1 which is a table taken from “Introduction to 
Fire Dynamics” by Drysdale [3].  
 
 
 
Figure 1. Table 2.9 from “Introduction to Fire Dynamics” by Drysdale giving examples of common 
heat flux values and their effect. 
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Two types of heaters used for fire testing, cone heaters and plate heaters, are shown in the Figure 2 
below. The final outcome of this project was built for applications with a cone heater, with the 
intention to scale up to larger sources in the future. 
 
  
 
Figure 2. A series of panel heaters with a fixture holding a heat flux sensor (left). Cone heater that 
has burned a sample of wood (right). Both pictures courtesy of Dr. Emberley. 
  
As a researcher, Dr. Emberley has mentioned that with more accurate ignition tests, engineers can 
obtain better data as to how structures or materials will respond in a fire scenario. The outcome is 
the possibility for safer and more robust structural designs. 
  
2.2 Benchmarking and Product Research 
  
There are currently no mass-produced devices with the intended purpose of calibrating radiant heat 
sources. There are, however, a few devices that could potentially serve this purpose, even though 
they were not built with that intention. Some of these devices include KUKA Arms, firefighting 
robots, and heat suits. 
  
KUKA is an automation company responsible for creating innovative mechatronic design solutions 
ranging from industrial robots to complete production lines, as seen in Figure 3. KUKA sets an 
industry standard for precision and reliability for the movement of its robotic arms. However, these 
robotic arms can cost upward of $100,000 and are not built to withstand constant heat fluxes of the 
magnitude that are measured by fire protection researchers [6]. 
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Figure 3. Variations of robotic arms produced by KUKA [5].  
 
There are a few prototypes for firefighting robots that have been developed, but nothing that is 
being commercially produced yet. Based on the amount of sensors on these prototypes, as well as 
the innovative nitrogen-cooling system employed by the design in Figure 4, any sort of commercial 
version will most likely not be cheap. After all, the intended functionality of these firefighting robots 
is to do a lot more than just capture heat flux readings.  
 
 
 
Figure 4. The nitrogen cooling system used by this firefighting robot prototype to cool critical 
electronic components (left) and the external view of the prototype (right) [7]. 
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A final existing possibility to solve our problem is having someone wear a heat suit into the testing 
zone and move the heat flux gauge by hand. After researching suits used by firefighters, we found 
that these suits are not designed to withstand constant, large fluxes of heat but rather smaller flashes. 
One product, the DuPont Nomex Fire Protection suit, has been tested and shown to resist 2 
cal/cm2 of heat flux for approximately 6 seconds. This corresponds to about 83 kW/m2, which is 
not sufficient for fire protection tests. Suits that are more heavy-duty and used for industrial casting 
applications were then considered. The lightweight X20 Newtex Proximity suit is an example of a 
suit that is built for very high heat flux applications. The Newtex proximity suit is capable of 
reflecting 95% of radiant heat and withstanding temperatures of up to 3000 F. Unfortunately, suits 
such as this one can cost up to $2000, require someone to manually measure the location of the test 
node, and still put the researcher in harm's way [7]. 
  
While all the above products represent feasible alternatives, an automated solution provides the user 
with a safe and convenient solution that is not over-built, unsafe, or prohibitively expensive. Based 
off this research, a significant benchmark requirement for our product is that it needs to withstand 
extreme radiative heat on the scale of hundreds of kilowatts per square meter, while also reliably 
speeding up the testing process for researchers. 
  
2.3 Summary of Sponsor Meetings 
  
Since Dr. Emberley is a Cal Poly instructor, our team met with him on a weekly basis. From the 
weekly meetings we have had, it was clear that Dr. Emberley is experienced in the field of fire 
testing, which was very helpful to the project. Our meetings also lead to a clear list of needs and 
wants for the project; see Table 1 for more details. 
  
2.4 Summary of Relevant Technical Literature 
  
Heat flux sensors, such as Gardon and Schmidt-Boelter gauges, utilize thermocouples to measure 
heat flux [3], as can be seen in Figure 5. A thermocouple utilizes the fact that conductors generate a 
voltage when exposed to temperature gradients. Different materials will have varying temperature 
gradients. Thermocouples use two different conductors to measure a change in voltage which can be 
related to a corresponding temperature gradient. Heat flux sensors use two different thermocouples 
- one which is shielded, at the edge of the sensor, and one that is exposed to all of the radiation at 
the center of the sensor. An energy balance is then used to calculate the heat flux entering the sensor 
based on the temperature difference between the two thermocouples and known material properties 
of the sensor. 
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Figure 5. A schematic of a simple Gardon Heat Flux gauge, which is the kind of sensor that will be 
used [3]. 
 
2.5 List of Applicable Industry Codes, Standards and Regulations 
  
There are no readily available devices like our project on the market, and the current industry 
standard for measuring the heat flux radiating from a cone heater is very time consuming. Currently, 
operators must set up a heat flux gauge and measure its location relative to the heater by hand, then 
power the heater and take one reading from that location. Then turn the heater off, wait for it to 
cool, move the gauge by hand, measure its new location by hand, and power the heater again to 
measure another data point. Using this method, it may take as long as 4-5 hours to collect half a 
dozen data points. Such a process is not standardized in public documentation and varies between 
different research institutes. Therefore, the process described above will be the current industry 
standard we improved. Generally, researchers resort to using one heat flux reading at the center face 
of the cone, 25mm off the face. This has become standard practice, however one reading assumes 
that the cone is emitting a perfectly uniform heat flux profile. For greater detail on standard cone 
heater testing, see ASTM E2102. However still no standard exists for taking profile of heat flux 
readings.  
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Chapter 3: Objectives 
  
Professor Emberley and other fire protection researchers need a way to accurately, efficiently and 
safely measure the heat flux of any type of radiant heat source in a 3-dimensional space surrounding 
the heat source. Currently, hours are spent manually moving a sensor to get only a few 
measurements at locations that are not extremely accurate in terms of exact proximity with respect 
to the heater. Our design needs to be compatible with at least a Gardon gauge or a Schmidt-Boelter 
gauge which will be provided by Professor Emberley. Minimizing human intervention during the 
process of calibration has the potential to increase both precision and efficiency. 
  
Our boundary diagram is a visual representation of how our device interfaces with all of the system 
components surrounding it. The diagram includes the 1 cubic meter of space that the device will 
need to record measurements in. The heat flux gauge is drawn to show that our device will need to 
connect to it in some fashion. The gauge also has wires that transmit data to a computer, which 
needs to be protected within the device until they reach a location that is exposed to tolerable heat. 
The gauge has a water cooling system that will be protected and utilized during the calibration 
process. Appendix L includes the boundary diagram. The QFD process is a tool that translates 
customer needs and wants, seen in Table 1, into engineering specifications that can be accurately 
designed for. 
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Table 1. Customer Needs and Wants 
Customer Needs Customer Wants 
Map out heat flux in a 1m3 volume Ease of use (user interface) 
Withstand a heat flux of 100 kW/m2 Simplicity of design/fabrication 
Take more data points than current methods 
(faster than 6 data points in 4 hours) 
Easily Serviceable 
Keep user out of area exposed to heat flux Transportable/lightweight 
Output data to a computer with a variety of 
display capabilities 
Cost (below $3000) 
The system must be automated Delivered by Expo date 
The system must have a fail safe which allows 
for the heat flux gauge to be 
protected/removed from the exposure to the 
heat flux if needed 
Ease of operation 
  
Based on needs-research, customer requirements are obtained and weighed in relative importance 
for each customer considered in the analysis. Engineering specifications are then created based on 
the customer needs and are correlated with original customer needs. Lastly, specific and attainable 
engineering targets are created, as seen in Table 2, and existing products are evaluated against our 
planned product.  
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Table 2. Engineering Specifications determined from the QFD 
*Compliance Acronym Definitions: A-Analysis, T-Testing, S-Similarity to Existing Design, I-Inspection 
Risk Acronym Definitions: L-low, M-Medium, H- High 
 
Spec 
# 
Parameter 
Description 
Requirement or 
Target 
Tolerance Risk Compliance Measurement 
Technique 
1 Sample 
Volume 
1 m3 Min L A Tape measure 
2 General 
Thermal 
Integrity 
Withstand heat flux 
of 350 kW/m2 
Min H A, T Heat flux gauge 
3 Sampling 
Time 
6 Data Points/Hr Min L A, T, S Time 
4 System 
Safety/ 
Failsafe 
Retract upon failsafe 
in 10 seconds 
Target L T Time 
5 Reasonable 
Cost 
Cost under $3,000 Target M A Budget/Excel 
6 Sampling 
Resolution 
Data sampling of 
1.5*D gauge 
increments 
Min L A, T Tape Measure 
7 Electronics 
Protection 
Keep electronics 
below 80 C 
Max H A, T, S, I Thermocouple 
8 Operator 
Safety 
Keep operator 10 
meters away 
Min L I Inspection 
9 Data Logging Positional and heat 
flux data outputted 
Min L S Inspection 
10 System Size 
and Weight 
System takes up less 
than .5 m3 in sample 
area 
Max L A Tape measure 
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Spec 
# 
Parameter 
Description 
Requirement or 
Target 
Tolerance Risk Compliance Measurement 
Technique 
11 Fabrication Can produce  all 
components in Cal 
Poly shops in 3 
weeks 
Target L A Time 
12 Replaceable 
Parts 
Ability to 
disassemble/ replace 
all components in 1 
day 
Max L A Time 
13 Intuitive 
Interface 
Can train a 
professor/student to 
operate in 2 hours 
Max M T Time 
14 Smooth 
Operational 
Appearance 
Ramped translations 
along data path  
Target M T Inspection 
15 Scalability Concept can scale to 
X4 for panels 
heaters 
Target L A Inspection 
 
 
We will measure each specification provided above according to the type of property it is. 
Measurement techniques will include general inspection, using a tape measure or equivalent device, a 
timepiece, a heat flux gauge, and a thermocouple. The breakdown of our specifications in Table 2 is 
as follows: 
 
1. Our device must sample the heat flux in the space of 1 m3 as a minimum with potential to 
scale to a larger volume as this is the size region Dr. Emberley is interested in characterizing. 
2. Thermal integrity must remain a high priority while our system is exposed to a radiant heat 
source. We are planning to design our device to remain functional while exposed up to 350 
kW/m2 of heat flux from a higher power panel heater. 
3. The main reason we are creating this system is to increase sampling efficiency. We are thus 
designing our system to take data points faster than the current method yielding six 
points/hr. 
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4. We would like to design our system to shut down and retract or engage additional cooling 
within 10 seconds of critical temperatures being surpassed. This will ensure thermal integrity. 
5. This project has a budget of $3,000 that we would like to use conservatively. 
6. Sampling spatial resolution for our system will be 150% of the diameter of the heat flux 
gauge, or about 4 cm at minimum. 
7. Most of the electronic equipment we are planning to use cannot operate above 80 C. We 
thus will implement cooling or protective systems to ensure they remain cool. 
8. Operator safety is quite important when using high heat sources such as the ones we will be 
testing. It is our goal to keep the operator of our system at least 6 feet away at all times of 
operation. 
9. Heat flux data and positional data are the two outputs we will be concerned with for this 
project in order to meet our objective of characterizing radiant heat sources. 
10. We would like our system to be relatively mobile and thus not take up more than 0.5 m3 so 
that it is transportable. 
11. This must be designed for manufacturing in the Cal Poly shops within three weeks so that 
we will have sufficient time for testing and validating.  
12. Designing for replaceable parts must be a priority in the event of thermal destruction of 
components within our system. 
13. This system must be intuitive to use so that other operators can continue to run it once this 
team is no longer present. 
14. We would like to have a system that has smooth operation, so it can be used in future labs, 
for research, and be reliable to operators. 
15. Last we would like our concept to be scalable for larger heat sources as Dr. Emberley desires 
to test with in the future. 
 
 
In addition, according to Table 2, our high-risk specifications include electronics protection and 
general thermal integrity. These specifications are the hardest to meet given the extreme 
temperatures our system will be exposed to and lack of existing solutions for a similar environment. 
To address both of these risks, we will perform detailed analysis to size our cooling system(s), test 
material properties and cooling systems in a controlled environment with the cone heater and utilize 
thermocouples and flow sensors to ensure our device is in proper condition once placed in a heated 
environment. Only after performing tests and validating our results will we continue forward in the 
design and manufacturing process.  
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Chapter 4: Concept Design Development 
 
4.1 Ideation Process 
 
In order to generate a large quantity of ideas, our team held three ideation sessions, during which we 
employed several methods in order to maximize our creativity and spectrum of ideas. These 
methods included functional decomposition, brainstorming with post-it notes, “brainwriting” in our 
log books, and the SCAMPER method with post-it notes. To guide the ideation process, the design 
was functionally decomposed into three major components which are listed below. 
  
●  Cooling System Design: This process will involve creating a cooling system for the mechatronic 
devices and/or structural members to keep the critical components at a stable temperature while 
also ensuring the entire structure does not get too hot. 
 
● Structural Design: The product could possibly have several mechanical components such as lead 
screws, gears, shafts, and beams which all need to be maneuverable by the actuation devices used 
and prevent any unwanted deflection. 
 
●  Mechatronics, Controls and Software Design: This portion of the design involves programming a 
microcontroller and electric motor while making sure the motors will be controlled correctly. This 
may also involve creating a custom circuit board. 
 
During the brainstorming method, we were able to bounce ideas off each other, and generate 
innovative suggestions and solutions fueled by each other’s thoughts. “Brainwriting” utilized the 
same concept of building off each other’s ideas, but with a slightly different approach. In this part of 
the ideation session, each of us wrote our ideas down in our log books without being interrupted by 
each other. After a few minutes, we all passed our logbooks to the person next to us, and continued 
writing ideas, using the previous ideas that had been written down as fuel for thought. We repeated 
this process until each person had a chance to write in each log book. The SCAMPER method was 
more similar to the brainstorming method, but this time our thought process was guided by a set of 
“triggers,” which SCAMPER is an acronym for. This method was very useful when we started to 
run out of ideas. The triggers that it focuses on were very helpful when trying to “kick-start” our 
ideation process. In order to use this method, we would offer up one of our current methods of 
actuation or cooling, and then think about different ways we could modify it with certain triggers. 
The triggers were: 
● S: substitute components and materials, 
● C: combine or integrate other assemblies or services, 
● A: adapt, alter or change one of the functions of the idea, 
● M: modify the size, shape or any of the attributes of the system, 
● P: put the system to another use, 
● E: eliminate elements or reduce to core functionality, 
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● R: reverse the actual orientation of the system, or the way the system functions. 
 
This method produced some unorthodox ideas which definitely opened up doors to alternate 
creative pathways that we had not realized previously. 
 
 
 
4.2 Concept Selection Process 
 
After the ideation process, we were left with about fifty design components for motion, cooling and 
mechatronics design. We created concept layout drawings for about 10 of our designs, a few of 
which can be seen in Appendix I. By simple observation, we were able to eliminate many due to 
feasibility issues. Within a few days, we had narrowed our selection down to three designs. We then 
created functional concept prototypes of these three ideas from an overall system, in order to 
understand how they would generally function in reality, as seen in Figure 6 
. 
 
 
Figure 6. Our three concept models - servo tower (left), rail system (middle) and sliding tower 
(right). 
 
Our concept models were driven primarily by the need to move the sensor and the requirement for 
the design to withstand the heat flux of the cone heater. In terms of exposure to excessive heat, the 
components that are of the most concern are the motors in each design. Thus, each concept design 
was created with the intent of keeping the motors as far from the heat source as possible. The servo 
tower concept utilized a single linear actuator, likely a lead screw, and a series of servo motors to 
create a wide range of motion through the testing region. Another concept developed, dubbed the 
rail system, was a designed with three lead screws which would move the sensor. Our last concept 
model was inspired by the base of a three-dimensional printer using two lead screws to move the 
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base of another lead screw in a two-dimensional plane. The vertical lead screw moved in that plane 
then facilitates the movement of the sensor upwards from the base.  
 
After we had a basic understanding of how our concept prototypes would function, we used the 
concept of Controlled Convergence in Pugh Matrices to compare the specific functions of our three 
designs to a set “design datum,” relative to our product design specification criteria. Controlled 
convergence is a non-numeric and iterative process for concept selection, which has objectives of 
both improving and narrowing the choice of concepts available.  
 This allowed us to gauge how well each of our designs was performing for each function, compared 
to the other designs. The Pugh Matrices we created suggested that components from our “sliding 
tower” design performed the best when compared to other ideas (Appendix B).  
 
After completing the Pugh Matrices, we rated each overall design against the design specification 
criteria in a Decision Matrix, found in Appendix B, in order to get a quantitative rating for each 
design. We weighted the criteria based on our list of user needs and wants from our QFD, so 
designs that were rated higher in heavily weighted criteria gained a higher rating, accordingly. Our 
“Sliding Tower” emerged with the highest rating from the decision matrix, which we believe was a 
rational outcome, based on the overall soundness of that design. Some of the key customer 
requirements that our “Sliding Tower” design best met included: thermal integrity, reasonable cost, 
and easy fabrication.  
 
4.3 “Sliding Tower” Detailed Description and Functionality 
 
Based on decision matrix data, background research, and input from Dr. Emberley, we decided to 
pursue our “Sliding Tower” design, as seen in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. A full schematic of the proposed design.  
 
 
4.3.1 Motion 
 
The design utilizes three meter-long lead screws to generate three-axis motion as seen in Figures 7 
and 8. Two of the lead screws are attached to a base, which is a meter long by a meter wide. Each 
lead screw will have a motor coupled to one of its ends. Each lead screw will have a nut that slides as 
the screw turns. These nuts will each have a rod attached to them on an assembly, the length of 
which is perpendicular to the direction of motion of the nut. These rods will guide the motion along 
the ground plane of a central tower, which will handle the vertical motion of the system. The ends 
of these rods that are not connected to the nut of the lead screw will be supported by a slot on the 
edge of the base opposite from the corresponding lead screw.  
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Figure 8: Detailed model of proposed design. 
 
The “tower” will act as a thin layer of radiation shielding, which will be enclosing the third lead 
screw of the system. This lead screw will be attached to the base of the tower and will protrude a 
meter high. A motor at the base of the lead screw will generate rotational motion, which will cause a 
nut to move on the vertical axis created. This nut will have a sensor-support fastened to it, which 
will hold the sensor, and dictate the vertical location of that sensor as seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Sensor protruding from protective tower. 
 
Some preliminary lead screw calculations were performed to verify that the required electric motors 
would not need to be unnecessarily large. Appendix C shows the lead screw calculations and a 
spreadsheet with the calculation inputs to model different tower sizes and masses in order to get 
required electric motor specs. From these preliminary calculations it was shown that if the tower 
weighs about 20 lbs, a Nema 23 stepper motor with a holding torque of 1.26 Nm would be able to 
supply about 20 times the required holding torque. 
 
4.3.2 Heat Resistance 
 
There will be two methods of heat diversion utilized in this system - active and passive. The active 
cooling will be achieved through water cooling, which will employ a pumping system that will rush 
water to our critical components with temperature thresholds, namely the motors, and flush the heat 
away with the water to a sump. Motor cooling will be achieved by pumping water through a coil of 
copper pipe around each motor. A small-scale test was run to illustrate the benefit of the water 
cooling for the motors. From this test a heat exchanger model was generated in Excel to predict the 
heat transfer rate given the inlet and outlet temperatures of the water flowing through the coils 
(Attachment C). A test of this style of water cooling can be observed in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. A water cooling test that we ran to observe the effectiveness of wrapping conductive 
coils around a heated piece of metal. In this test, a section of square tubing was heated with a 
blowtorch, and copper coil was used as the cooling system. 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Concept model for copper coil motor cooling resembling prototype test. 
 
The majority of the heat management of our system will be facilitated by passive radiation shielding. 
Components in the line-of-sight of the radiant heat source will be covered with a reflective coating 
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of an undetermined material. This method will deflect a bulk of the thermal energy that is being cast 
on our system. Another model was generated to predict the steady state temperature of a material 
exposed to the cone heater. As a simplified first pass of a model, the assumption was made that the 
radiant source and material receiving the radiation are co-axial, parallel plates of the same 
dimensions. This simplified model makes a series of simplifying assumptions, which can be seen in 
the body of Attachment C. One assumption this model makes is that the testing surface only moves 
in one direction away from the radiant source, which is not an issue given motion in this way leads 
to the largest view factor to the source, and ultimately the most conservative model. This 
idealization will not be true to the concept that has been selected to be made, but given the 
geometry of the cone heater can be accurately modeled as a disk, this model serves to show general 
trends. 
 
One such trend is that the steady state surface temperatures for the test sample are extremely high 
close to the cone heater and decrease in a 1/r2 relationship as expected. Based on this model, it was 
determined that untreated steel could reach a steady state temperature of approximately 570 C from 
10 cm away from the cone heater. However, if a thin layer of radiant shielding, even something as 
simple as aluminum foil, covers the surface of the test sample, the steady state temperature at 10 cm 
drops to approximately 100 C. Such an immense decrease in steady state temperature serves to 
illustrate the effectiveness of simple radiant shielding. With this much reflection of thermal energy, 
the need for active water cooling may be reduced to parts of the system. However, testing must be 
conducted first in order to determine just how effective passive shielding will be. This model will 
continue to be refined to better represent the geometry of the design, however this information is 
already useful in considering the extent to which the system has to be cooled actively.  
 
Figure 12. Plot of steady state temperatures of steel with and without aluminum shielding at varying 
distances 
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4.3.3 User Interface 
 
The user will be able to enter information regarding data collection into our interface and will 
receive the heat flux sensor readings as an output. There will be a range of input options, with the 
aim to allow the user to have a great deal of control over the data collection. This will be pivotal if 
our design is used to test different types of radiative heaters in different scenarios. The user will have 
the option to enter the number of readings desired on each coordinate axis (the product of these 
three numbers would equal the total number of desired readings), which would all be spaced evenly 
apart. The user will also have the option to enter specific coordinates of desired readings in order to 
offer a more customizable experience. The user will also be able to specify the boundaries of their 
test zone along all three coordinate axes, which will allow the maximum cubic meter of testing 
capability to be scaled depending on the size of the heater being calibrated. The user will have the 
option to specify the amount of time that the heat flux gauge will be allotted to take a reading in 
each node.  
 
This interface will be constructed through the use of graphical user interface (GUI) modules in 
python on a computer. After receiving user input, the embedded python code will calculate the total 
number of nodes that the system will be capturing and the estimated calibration time. If the user is 
satisfied with these calculations, then he or she will have the option to run the calibration, which will 
trigger the python code to calculate the number of steps that each stepper motor will need to take in 
order to get to each node from the origin (back-bottom-left corner of the design). These step 
quantities, along with the user-specified time duration for each heat flux rating, will then be sent 
over serial communication to the microcontroller. The number of steps to get to each node, along 
with this sensor time duration, is all the microcontroller will need to perform the customized 
calibration. 
 
As the microcontroller begins the specified calibration, it will continually get readings from 
thermocouples that are strategically placed on each motor. These readings will be sent back over the 
serial line to the computer that is operating the GUI, and the temperatures of the motor will be 
displayed in real-time. In the same fashion, the readings captured by the heat flux gauge in each node 
will also be relayed over the serial line, and displayed on the GUI along with a real-time, color-
coded, three-dimensional plot of the heat fluxes in the test zone. The current node being measured 
and the location of each motor will also be updated and displayed in real-time. 
 
4.5 Risks and Unknowns 
 
There are still a couple factors in our system that we have not been able to formally test, which pose 
certain amounts of risk to the overall functionality of our system. First, we have not been able to test 
the effectiveness of radiation shields, because the cone heater has not been set up yet. The 
effectiveness of radiation shielding will drastically change the amount of heat exposure that the rest 
of our systems receives. Although we have begun modeling how much radiation the shield may be 
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able to reflect, we will not have an accurate understanding of its true effectiveness in practice until 
we can run tests with the cone heater. Another unknown factor of our system is the behavior of our 
materials when they reach high temperatures. As mentioned in the concept design development 
section, the lead screw thermal expansion is considered relatively small at around a max of 6 
hundredths of an inch. Yet, we will not truly understand how other components will behave with 
each other in a high temperature environment until we can actually test them. 
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Chapter 5: Final Design 
 
5.1 Final Design Layout 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Concept of our Final Design. 
 
As shown in Figure 13, our final design will consist of a three-axis linear stage system supported by a 
number of brackets and v-slot aluminum members. Five stepper motors will provide movement for 
the system, two for the x-axis, two for the y-axis, and one for the z-axis tower. Linear stages, part 1 
in Figure 15 are identical throughout the system, providing manufacturing and programming 
repeatability, and easy maintenance.  
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Figure 14. Assembly with illustrated heat shield. 
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A heat shield labeled as part 10 in Figure 15 will provide shielding to the z-axis power from the high 
heat it will be exposed to. This shield will consist of aluminized fabric and a light weight fastening or 
mounting system. The heat flux sensor, a Gardon Gauge, will be integrated in with a mounting  
Figure 15. Exploded Assembly of the Final Design. 
 
assembly and arm shown up close in Figure 16. This sensor assembly will protrude from the z-axis 
tower and will be exposed to the most heat. Special precautions may be taken in insulating, cooling, 
and protecting this assembly after further testing. 
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Figure 16. Sensor Arm Assembly. 
The linear stage actuator for our system is driven by a 2.8 A Nema 23 stepper motor capable of 
producing 3.4 N-m of torque. This stepper motor is coupled to an 8mm ACME lead screw (part 12) 
via an backlash preventive flexible aluminum coupling (part 11). The stage assembly consists of 
custom bronze bushing wheels (part 16), and an aluminum gantry plate they are mounted to (part 
13). 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Linear Actuator Exploded. 
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As shown in Figure 17, a custom leadnut assembly will be included in our linear stages. This leadnut 
assembly will be resistant to heat expansion and backlash due to the spring loaded brass nut, part 1, 
that will be mounted to the accompanying block. This assembly will also integrate smoothly into the 
preexisting hardware. 
 
 
Figure 18. Leadnut Assembly Exploded. 
 
 
5.2 Functional Description 
 
The ultimate function of our design is to move a sensor through an extremely hot three-dimensional 
space, allowing it to capture heat flux readings in regions specified by a user. The captured data is 
then to be presented to the user, in conjunction with data intended to monitor the performance 
capabilities of the device. 
 
The first step in our device functionality is to receive specifications from the user. This is 
accomplished through a user interface. This data is then translated into electric potential applied to 
one or more motors. When a motor is on, it spins the respective lead screw that it is coupled with. 
When the motion of this screw occurs, the lead nut attached to the screw is translated in a linear 
fashion. This lead nut is fastened to a carriage, which is translated with the nut. The carriage attached 
to the vertical (z) axis has the sensor fastened to it - causing an equivalent translation of that sensor. 
The carriages attached to the horizontal (y) axis have the vertical (z) stage attached to them - causing 
equivalent translation to the vertical axis. The carriages attached to the depth (x) axis have the 
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horizontal (y) stage attached to them - causing equivalent translation of the horizontal axis. With this 
structure, the sensor can ultimately be translated along all three coordinate axes. 
 
In order to function properly in extremely high temperatures, radiant shielding will be fastened to 
the vertical stage, protecting it from the majority of radiative heat - keeping its temperature low 
enough for proper lead screw functionality. 
 
As data is captured by sensors, it will be sent over a serial line through a PCB board with an Atmel 
xmega128A4U microcontroller to a computer with a graphical user interface, which will display all 
of the data for the user to interpret. 
   
5.3 Thermal Analysis 
 
To better prepare for exposing our design to the radiant cone heater, thermal models were generated 
to better understand what kind of surface temperatures could be expected. Looking at the design, 
the part that is most concerning is the tower that will experience the largest amount of thermal 
radiation from the heater. Given that the motors must operate below a temperature of 120 F, 
knowing the approximate steady state temperature for the worst-case orientation of the tower will 
be an indication of whether more heat management schemes will be needed. Earlier in the project, 
the possibility of motor cooling was tested to maintain the temperatures of each motor in the 
system. However, the goal of this model is to verify that radiant shielding should be enough on its 
own to maintain a functional temperature for the motors without additional water cooling. 
 
The following models were generated by modeling one-dimensional heat transfer at steady state of 
the aluminum lead screw assembly that forms the tower. This model will consider the tower as a 
solid extruded bar with the cross section of the lead screw assembly. Steady state can be justified by 
the fact that the ribs and fins on the 8020 supports make the structure as a whole “thermally thin”. 
One model will be used to determine steady state temperatures for the tower without radiant 
shielding for a variety of conditions, while another will take radiant shielding into account. 
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Figure 19. This diagram shows the heat into the radiant shielding (represented by the dashed line) 
that will cover the device, along with the heat radiating to the tower itself (solid line).  
 
Figure 19 shows that in this model, there is a thin gap of separation between the radiant shield and 
the tower. This is because in reality the radiant shielding for the tower will be in the form of a sheath 
that will slide over the tower. In turn, this sheath creates a thin gap between the two materials. Such 
a gap could also be modeled thermally by using a contact resistance and incorporating conduction 
into the heat balance, however it was determined that the thin gap created a simpler model that still 
accurately describes the heat transfer to the device. The energy balance for the radiant shield results 
in the following: 
 
                                                                 Eq. 1 
 
The heat into the shield (Qin) is the radiant heat from the cone heater, which is either absorbed or 
reflected by the shield. Any heat absorbed by the shield is then either convected to the surroundings, 
radiated to the surroundings, or radiated to the tower (Qout). Each term in the above equation can be 
further broken down into the following (it should be noted any term with a subscript “F” refers to 
the surface of the shielding, which was initially going to be foil): 
 
                    
    
                        
                    Eq. 2 
 
The total amount of heat leaving the face of the cone heater is simply the heat flux (kw/m2) 
multiplied by the area of the face (m2). However not all of this radiation actually reaches the face of 
the tower; heat radiates in all directions, resulting in a large portion of energy radiating to the 
surroundings. Therefore, a view factor (F) must be calculated to determine exactly how much 
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incident radiation reaches the tower. View factors can be difficult to calculate as they are functions 
of the geometry of both objects and their spatial orientation relative to one another. Once 
determined, the factor ranges from 0-1 and is then multiplied by the total heat from the cone. Now 
that the incident radiation is calculated, not all of that radiation is absorbed by the shield. For an 
opaque substance such as metal, the emissivity of a substance () is approximately equal to the 
absorptivity (α). Thus, the incident radiation is multiplied by the absorptivity, or emissivity, of the 
material to determine the total absorbed heat.  
 
Due to the steady state assumption, the heat into the shield must leave the shielding by either 
convection or radiation. See Equation 2 for the breakdown of the convective and radiant terms 
(note that Tf is the surface temperature of the shielding). The Area of the shield (Af) is assumed to be 
the front face of the tower. There are also two terms that prove difficult to calculate: F and h. View 
factors are often determined through tabulated correlations, and there is no such correlation for the 
geometry of the inside of the cone heater in relation to the face of the tower. To deal with this, the 
resulting model will simply be a function of view factor and the temperature will be determined for 
various view factors. The heat transfer coefficient (h) also proves to be difficult to determine, and 
this is because a Nusselt number must be determined from a correlation for vertical flat plates. Then 
to use this correlation, a Raleigh number must be determined; all of which are not only functions of 
surface temperature, but the material properties in all of these dimensionless numbers are evaluated 
at the film temperature, which is function of surface temperature. Thus determining the heat 
transfer coefficient becomes an iterative nightmare very quickly. The solution to this problem will be 
discussed in greater detail later. 
 
Assuming both view factor and heat transfer coefficients can be determined, this resulting equation 
is not a trivial equation to solve. While there is only one unknown thanks to the simplifying 
assumptions built into the model, TF, the equation results in a simplified equation that is a 
combination of fourth order and first order terms of TF. However, an equation solver can be used to 
determine the steady state temperature of the shield. Once TF is determined, the Qout can be 
calculated since it is only a function of TF. 
 
The heat that is radiated from the shield to the tower is then either absorbed or reflected by the 
tower. Just as before, any absorbed energy is either convected away or radiated to the surroundings 
because the tower is at steady state. 
 
                            
    
                                  Eq. 3 
 
Therefore, there is only one unknown in the resulting equation, just as before, allowing for a final 
temperature at the tower to be determined.  
 
After seeing the resulting equations, it was determined that the model should output a steady state 
temperature as a function of: geometry for both the cone and tower, view factor (which will capture 
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the orientation of the tower relative to the cone), heat flux at the cone heater face(q’’), and the heat 
transfer coefficient (h).  
 
This model was created in excel and can be seen in Appendix H, which was used to determine both 
the steady state temperatures for the tower with and without shielding. A range of h values was 
determined by determining the film temperature properties at various surface temperatures and 
resulted in values ranging from 3-8 w/m2-K (See Appendix H.1 for these calculations).  
 
The following plots are the results of running the model for various heat transfer coefficients, 
various view factors, but at a constant 100 kW/m2 heat flux (the maximum heat flux within the 
scope of the project).  
 
Figure 20. The resulting steady state temperatures for the tower without shielding exposed to 100 
kW/m2. The various lines represent radiation view factors ranging from 1 to 0.25.  
 
As a general trend, these steady state temperatures decrease as the heat transfer coefficient increases 
and decrease and view factor decreases. These trends make sense based on the governing equations 
from the energy balance. These resulting temperatures are higher than desired surface temperature 
for the tower. 
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Figure 21. Results from a thermal study run on SolidWorks to verify the excel model. The steady 
state temperature determined from the cad model match closely to those determined through the 
excel model. 
 
To verify this model, a thermal study was run on SolidWorks (Figure 21) as another means of 
determining the steady state temperature. Assuming the tower and the cone (modeled as a disk) were 
separated by 5 inches, the view factor between the two surfaces was calculated by SolidWorks to be 
approximately 0.5. Even at a close distance, the tower will never truly see a view factor of 1; 
therefore it is very unlikely that the steady state temperatures determined for view factors higher 
than 0.5 will be observed while testing. The thermal study resulted in a steady state temperature of 
approximately 500 K, roughly 450 F, when the heat transfer coefficient was set to 5 w/m2-K. 
Looking at the results from the excel model, an h value of 5 and a view factor of 0.5 should result in 
a surface temperature of approximately 450 F. Thus, the SolidWorks thermal study resulting in 
relatively the same steady state temperature as the excel model did for the same input conditions.  
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Figure 22. The resulting steady state temperatures for the tower with radiant shielding exposed to a 
100 kW/m2-K. The various lines represent radiation view factors ranging from 1 to 0.25.  
 
The model was then run again, this time taking into account the layer of radiant shielding around the 
tower. With the introduction of the radiant shielding, the steady state temperatures dropped 
substantially. Without shielding, the tower was seeing temperatures as high as 450 F, but with a 
layer of shielding the surface temperature drops to somewhere in the 100-140 F range. These 
temperatures are much more acceptable and unlikely to cause any issues with the motors or other 
electrical components. Ultimately these models were verified with a set of hand calculations, which 
can also be seen in Appendix H. This model helped to prove that the system can handle the most 
extreme heat flux the cone heater can produce, but the true validity of this model cannot be 
determined until the device is tested in front of the cone heater. 
 
5.3 Printed Circuit Board Design 
 
Due to the requirements of the system, having a custom printed circuit board(PCB) facilitates setting 
up the system for the end user by preventing an excessive wiring system because of the large 
number of sensors, actuators, and integrated circuits required. The PCB mainly includes 
thermocouple chips, a usb chip, MOSFET level shifters and a microcontroller. 
The PCB schematic included in Appendix P shows all the physical connections that will be routed 
on the circuit board as well as charts that indicate how the microcontroller pins will be allocated and 
the parts being used on the board. It is important to note that one connection had to be soldered 
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onto the PCB to account for a schematic design error which is fixed in the final PCB schematic in 
Appendix P. Appendix P contains the details of the PCB changes.   
 
To explain the design done behind the microcontroller, some of the main components will be 
described. First off, Figure 23 shows the standard level shifter circuit that is implemented in order to 
boost the voltage signal going to the motor driver. Basically, as the microcontroller sends a signal to 
the pin, in this case labeled PA3, current will pass between the top node labeled MDXD and bottom 
of the MOSFET. In electrical engineering terms, the pulse to pin A3 will flip the gate open and 
allow electrons to flow from the source to the drain. The source is considered ground because it is 
the source of electrons. The drain trace labeled MDXD in Figure 23 will be connected to the 
negative terminal on the motor driver so when a pulse is sent from the microcontroller, the circuit 
will no longer be broken and current can flow through the motor driver. There is a resistor above 
the MOSFET to protect the MOSFET from receiving a high voltage. This same MOSFET level 
shifter circuit will be implemented 9 times for each of the motor driver inputs.  
 
   
Figure 23. MOSFET level shifter circuit. 
 
A second major component of the circuit board includes the thermocouple circuit that is used to 
process the thermocouple outputs so the microcontroller can monitor the system temperatures. This 
circuit includes a thermocouple MAX31855 chip which allows the thermocouple temperature 
readings to be communicated over a Serial Peripheral Interface(SPI) channel. This chip and 
communication channel allows for the thermocouple signal to be translated into a digital signal with 
a cold junction reference for a more accurate value. Figure 24 shows the thermocouple chip circuit.  
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Figure 24. Thermocouple Chip Circuit. 
 
To communicate between the hardware, the PCB board, and a computer the PCB board also 
includes a FT232R USB to UART integrated circuit. Additionally, this integrated circuit allows the 
entire board to be powered from a 5 volt mini usb input port. Finally, an ATXMEGA256A3BU-AU 
microcontroller is used to allow all the separate circuit components to communicate and function 
with the C++ written software architecture.   
  
Finally, in addition to the components above, the circuit board has a large array of screw terminals 
to allow for the limit switch connections, thermocouple input pins, motor driver input pins, a 
positive and negative terminal for the heat flux gauge input and an extra row of pins with one 
connection to a microcontroller digital pin in case an external breakout board is desired to be 
connected to the system. Other miscellaneous board components include standard circuit elements 
required for the microcontroller or integrated circuits such as noise reducing capacitors, voltage 
regulators, ferrite beads, and programming and debugging interface (PDI) pins. Schematics for these 
circuits were found on the microcontroller’s or integrated circuit manufacturers datasheets. Figure 
25 shows the final printed circuit board layout. The entire board and electronics enclosure wiring is 
shown and explained in Appendix O. Additionally Appendix P contains the final PCB schematic 
and board. Appendix Q contains the bill of materials for the PCB electronic components and 
Appendix R contains the electronics enclosure bill of materials.  
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Figure 25. Final PCB in EAGLE software 
 
5.4 Electrical Hardware 
 
While the PCB board allows for most of the external electrical hardware to properly communicate 
intelligently, the electrical hardware interfaced with the physical system. All the critical electrical 
hardware used is listed and described below. 
 
● NEMA 23 Stepper Motor: Used to actuate the linear stage assembly. By using a stepper 
motor the use of an encoder could be eliminated given the steps are properly counted by the 
software.  
● StepperOnline Digital Stepper Motor Driver: The motor driver controlled the pulses being 
sent to the stepper motor allowing for a simpler controller circuit board which only needs to 
provide a digital signal.  
● Limit Switches: A set of switches positioned at the end of all the linear stage axis to prevent 
the stages from continuing to actuate at the end of its path. 
● K-type Thermocouples: Used to monitor the various system temperatures of the assembly. 
● Heat Flux Gauge: Various kinds of heat flux gauges are compatible with the system. The 
microcontroller can accept voltages in the millivolt range which can be converted to a heat 
flux. 
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● 36 Volt External Power Supply: The external power supply powers the motor drivers and 
stepper motors.  
 
5.5 Electrical Component Changes From Printed Circuit Board Iteration 1 
 
Prior to completing the final iteration of the PCB board, a first iteration of the board was 
completed. While the system is similar, the previous version of the board used an adafruit made 
external breakout board containing the thermocouple chip circuitry. In addition to this an external 
usb breakout board was also used. Originally, the intent was to make the circuit board simpler but by 
having external boards, a large amount of wires and potential point of failure would be required. For 
this reason, these systems were both built into the custom circuit board. Finally, on the board itself, 
an operational amplifier is not longer used because the internal analog to digital converter of the 
PCB was shown to accurately record heat flux data as mentioned in the testing section of this report. 
The schematic, board,pinout usage and pcb revision 1 parts list are included in appendix K. 
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Chapter 6: Manufacturing Plan 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Lathe operations on bronze bushings. 
 
Our manufacturing plan includes nine different types of parts we will be fabricating for our project. 
These parts are listed by priority and quantity in Table 3; the parts needed for early testing and 
functional operation have been produced already or will be produced in early February. Parts in 
green in Table 3 have already been manufactured and completed. All other manufacturing should be 
finished by the end of February. We are striving to complete manufacturing early so that we have 
additional time to complete software integration and correct any potential bugs we encounter. We 
additionally plan to reserve extra time to rework any parts that fail under test conditions. All 
manufactured parts referenced in this section are included in Appendix E. Additionally, a more 
detailed manufacturing plan with materials, part numbers, operations, and quantity can be found in 
the drawing package in Appendix E. However, general manufacturing details and procedure will be 
summarized by part below. 
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Table 3. Reduced Manufacturing Plan 
 *note the items highlighted green have been produced already 
Parts/Components Part Numbers Qty: Completion Date Material 
V-Wheel 
2-18 
20 3-Feb Bearing Bronze 
HFM Bracket 
05-04 
1 20-Feb Alum 6061 
Lead Nut 
03-02 
5 Feb-30 Alum 6061 
Lead Nut Block 
03-01 
5 18-Feb Alum 6061 
Spacers 
05-03 
3 22-Feb Alum 6061 
Heat Shield 
01-01 
1 20-Feb Aluminized Fiberglass 
PCB 
04-02 
1 22-Feb Solder 
Wiring 
04-04 
N/A 23-Feb Solder 
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX77mm 
01-14 
2 5-Feb Alum 6061 
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX100mm 
01-12 
2 5-Feb Alum 6061 
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX200mm 
01-13 
4 5-Feb Alum 6061 
8020 T slot 20mmX20mmX1015mm 
01-02 
3 5-Feb Alum 6061 
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX1000mm 
01-03 
2 5-Feb Alum 6061 
8020 20mmX20mmX250mm T slot 
5-12 
1 5-Feb Alum 6061 
8020 20mmX20mmX140mm T slot 
05-06 
1 5-Feb Alum 6061 
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● V-Wheel (Shown in Figure 27) 
○ Description: This part is fabricated from 936 bearing bronze and is a bushing 
responsible for guiding the gantry plate along the linear rail 
○ Operations: (Lathe) 
■ Start with a .80” Diameter X 13” Length cylindrical rod stock  
■ The material will be turned down on a lathe to .60” in Diameter 
■ The material will be center drilled and then drilled through with a letter J drill 
■ On one face, the material will be on chamfered, bored with a boring bar, and 
then parted according to the dimensions listed in the drawing 
■ After completing this operation for each part, the remaining parted pieces 
will be remounted in the lathe chuck in the opposite direction, allowing for 
boring, chamfering, and facing of the un-machined face 
■ Parts will be cleaned and deburred according to operator's discretion 
 
 
Figure 27. V-Wheel                                            Figure 28. 8020 T-Slot 
 
● 8020 T-Slot (Shown in Figure 28) 
○ Description: These extruded aluminum parts will be responsible for composing the 
structure of our device and holding linear stage assemblies together. 
○ Operations: (Band Saw) 
■ Members cut to length on band saw according to each specified dimension 
and sanded smooth 
■ Parts will be cleaned and deburred according to operator's discretion 
 
 
● HFM Bracket (Shown in Figure 29) 
○ Description: This bracket will be responsible for mounting the Gardon heat flux 
sensor to our device arm. It will be machined out of 6061 aluminum angle stock. 
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○  Operations: (Bandsaw, Mill) 
■ Part will be cut to length on band saw 
■ The sides of the part will be faced on a manual mill to the specified 
dimension 
■ M4 and M5 mounting hole patterns will be drilled on the mill 
 
 
Figure 29. HFM Bracket.                                                Figure 30. Leadnut. 
 
● Leadnut (Shown in Figure 30) 
○ Description: This part will slide along our leadscrew, providing translational motion 
from the motor to the gantry plate. This part is spring loaded and composed of 
brass.  The overall part will be only slightly modified as received from an existing 
supplier. 
○ Operations: (Sand or Mill) 
■ The part will be faced or sanded down to specific dimensions so that it fits in 
our current configuration, connecting the leadnut block to the leadscrew 
 
 
 
● Leadnut Block (Shown in Figure 31) 
○ Description: This part will mount to the gantry plate and the leadnut. It will be 
machined out of aluminum 6061. 
○ Operations (Mill, Bandsaw) 
■ These parts will be cut to length on the bandsaw 
■ Next these parts will be faced to appropriate dimension 
■ A grove will be cut in the center of the part on the mill 
■ M5 and M3 mounting holes will be drilled in the parts 
■ Holes will be tapped 
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■ Parts will be cleaned and deburred according to operator's discretion 
 
 
Figure 31. Leadnut Block.                                       Figure 32. Spacer.                              
 
● Spacers (Shown in Figure 32) 
○ Description: These parts are responsible to provide standoff distance and an 
interface between our Gardon heat flux sensor and the mounting bracket. They will 
be machined out of 6061 rod stock. 
○ Operations: (Lathe) 
■ These parts will be center drilled and then drilled through with a 4mm drill 
■ Parts will be parted according to specified length 
■ Parts will be faced or sanded to a length within tolerance 
 
 
● Heat shield (Shown in Figure 33) 
○ Description: This part will be responsible for protection or structure from radiant 
heating. It is composed of aluminized fabric, commonly used in the forgery industry 
for equipment protection.  
○ Operations: (Cut, Grommet) 
■ Sheets of heat shield will be cut to length with an exacto knife 
■ Grommets will be installed according to specifications with a grommet die 
set 
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Figure 33. Aluminized fiberglass material that will be used for the Heat Shield. 
● PCB (See Appendix M) 
○ Description: This electronics component will allow us to efficiently and cleanly 
route all of our electrical connections and integrate our microcontroller with the rest 
of our electrical systems. 
○ Operations: (solder) 
■ All components will be soldered to the board after it is laid with traces 
 
● Wiring (See Appendix E) 
○ Description: Wires will connect all drivers, sensors, and power sources to the PCB 
and computer. 
○ Operations: (solder, cut) 
■ Wire will be cut to length and then soldered or connected to appropriate 
terminals 
 
After manufacturing, our device will be assembled electrically by wiring all the connections to the 
PCB board, motor drivers, stepper motors, limit switches, and Gardon gauge following the wiring 
schematic once finalized. Mechanically, assembling the design will not require any special equipment 
other than an Allen wrench and pliers to thread all the bolts required for the linear stage assembly.   
 
Mechanical assembly is to begin with the linear stages and motors. Following completion of linear 
stage assembly, aluminum 8020 members will be bolted to the stages with brackets and m5 bolts, 
creating a rigid structure. The two x-axis outer stages will first be assembled with their bases and 
support, followed by the inner y-axis stages, which join the two x-axis stages together. Next, the z-
axis tower stage will be attached to the two y-axis stages so that it is in a vertical orientation. Last, 
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the sensor arm assembly will be installed onto the z-axis tower and shielded appropriately. Overall 
assembly time should be no more than two hours and should be extremely straightforward with 
guidance from the exploded assembly in Figure 15 for reference.  
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Chapter 7: Design Verification Plan 
 
Table 4. Design Verification Test Plan  
Completion Date Verification Test 
2/15/18 Motion Testing 
2/25/18 Cone Heater Testing 
2/29/18 Operational Amplifier (Op-Amp) Testing 
3/1/18 GUI Testing 
3/20/18 Full System Test 
 
7.1 Motor Motion Testing 
 
The accuracy of the readings hinges on the ability of the linear stages to accurately move the sensor 
to a specified location. The location of the sensor is being tracked by calculating the number of steps 
that each motor has taken from the origin of the system and using these steps to calculate the linear 
distance traveled in each direction based on the number of steps per revolution of the motors and 
the number of threads per inch on each lead screw. All of these calculations revolve around the 
concept that a stepper motor takes one step every time a rising voltage edge is sent to its pulse pin. 
With this logic, software can use the frequency at which it is sending rising edges to that pin in order 
to calculate the number of steps the motor has taken over a specified duration of time. 
 
However, hardware does not always perform as may be theoretically expected. For instance, a motor 
has a maximum rate that it can spin, so if a pulse frequency is sent to it that exceeds its physical 
potential, then it will be to “miss” steps - it physically cannot take steps at the rate that the frequency 
intends. In this scenario, the software will believe that the motor has taken the same number of 
steps as the number of rising edges, when in reality, the motor has taken fewer steps because some 
have been missed. This same phenomenon can occur if a motor needs to overcome a fairly large 
torque. When a motor accelerates to its specified speed, it needs to produce more torque to 
overcome the stationary inertia of whatever it is moving. If the torque is exceeding a certain 
threshold, the motor will need to spin slower than the software expects in order to produce enough 
torque to overcome this inertia. This problem can be mitigated by “ramping” the motor speed up to 
the desired speed, in order to allow for a higher torque range during the acceleration process. 
 
In order to test if steps are being missed, we will repeatedly move the motors back and forth, and 
see if they continually return to the same exact locations every time. If a noticeable offset appears 
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after they have been started and stopped multiple times (being forced to continually overcome this 
static inertia), then we will be able to calculate how many steps are being missed based on how much 
the motors are offset from their intended locations. This test will give us a better understanding of 
the maximum pulse frequency the motors can receive as a function of how much torque they need 
to produce, as well as how much we need to ramp them up to their desired speeds. 
 
At first there was a large discrepancy between the location the sensor should be at and where it 
actually was. The error was consistently within approximately a half-inch when only going to one 
location. However, the error was greater when the sensor was moved to multiple locations before 
resetting at the origin. Therefore, it was believed that the largest source of error was that the motors 
were skipping steps as they turned on. To address this, a ramping function was utilized so that the 
motors would not miss steps as they got up to speed.  
 
Once this issue was addressed, more thorough testing was done. Each axis of motion was tested 
individually to allow for easy measurement of motion on that axis. The test was conducted by 
running the stage to a series of locations, 10 cm apart down the length of that respective axis. At any 
point down the length of the axis, the stage was never more than 1 mm off the target distance. After  
that test, the stage was sent back and forth on one axis for a total of 100 nodes over a travel distance 
of approximately 25 meters without resetting via a limit switch in between. At the end of the run, 
the slide was off by no more than 1 mm from the target location. If at its worst each stage was off 
by 1 mm, then the location of the sensor in three-space would at most be off by 1.73 mm. Given 
originally our goal was to be accurate within half the width of the gauge (resulting in a target 
accuracy of 5 mm), we are satisfied with these results.  
 
7.2 Cone Heater Testing 
 
Ultimately the success of the device will be determined by its ability to withstand the heat flux 
intensity expected from a radiant heater. The preliminary cone test will verify that the structural 
members will not exceed 570 °F (300 °C) at which point the structural integrity of the device will 
likely be compromised. Additionally this test will serve to verify the radiation model generated to 
predict the surface temperatures at various levels of incident heat flux.  
 
The cone heater operates by the user inputting a cone surface temperature that will emit a radiant 
heat flux. So instead of setting a heat flux output, the user can choose a cone temperature and then 
calibrate the corresponding heat flux. This operation makes sense given that the heat flux profile in 
front of the cone is very position dependent, so data collected for this first test will be presented in 
terms of cone temperature, not corresponding heat flux. Before any testing with the device, an initial 
test was run simply running the cone heater with a rig used to get one heat flux reading in the dead 
center of the cone 25mm off the surface.  Such a rig comes standard with cone heaters and the one 
point 25 mm off the surface of the cone generally serves as the industry standard for calibration if 
the user is satisfied with only one reading. From this preliminary test, it was determined that the 
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cone heater can only reach a max heat flux of 80 kw/m^2. This changes our design criteria, however 
the test data collected leads the team to believe there will be no additional problems at a full 100 
kw/m^2 if the device was to be exposed to it.  
 
Cone heater testing will be divided into two major tests, the first involving the frame of the device 
exposed to the cone heater. However, the motors will be shielded with simple aluminum foil to 
prevent any damage if surface temperatures exceed what was expected. For this preliminary test, the 
heat flux gauge was not attached to the mount on the device; this was to prevent any damage to the 
heat flux gauge if any catastrophic failure was to occur on the device, as well as creating a worst case 
scenario for the mount as normally the heat flux gauge would block a large portion of thermal 
radiation. Thermocouples were attached to four different locations on the frame to determine the 
temperature gradient on the structure. The face of the heat flux gauge mount was centered 25 mm 
from the surface of the cone so that the temperatures from the test could be correlated with external 
heat flux measurements already collected from the heat flux gauge.  
 
 
Figure 34. The four locations of thermocouples for the first cone test. One was situated on the 
mount for the heat flux gauge, another was placed on the arm connecting the mount to the tower 
(TC 2), another was placed on the z-axis slide behind the shield (TC 3), and the last was placed on 
the x-axis slide to determine how much heat is radiated or conducted to the lower portion of the 
device.  
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It should be mentioned that since the thermocouples were attached to the surface of the frame with 
adhesive flue tape, a true surface temperature is hard to aquire. The temperature actually recorded by 
the thermocouple is a combination of the surface temperature of the device, the temperature of the 
flue tape, and of the ambient air around the thermocouple joint. However the true accuracy of this 
surface temperature is not crucial as it will only be used to validate the heat transfer model and 
ensure that the device will operate within acceptable temperatures. The first test was run with a 
radiant shield covering the z-axis lead screw, followed by another test without the shield. Since only 
one thermocouple was shielded during the test, it was expected that the other three would see 
similar temperatures between tests. The results from this first test can be seen in Figure 36. 
  
  
Figure 35. The prototype device in front of the cone heater for the first thermal test. 
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Figure 36. Results from the first thermal test. The highest temperature was expected to be 
somewhere around 400 °F which was observed from the thermocouple on the gauge mount. 
 
The same thermal test was repeated without the radiant shield protecting the z-axis linear stage. 
Only one of the thermocouples on the device was shielded from the cone, so going into the second 
test, it was expected that only that thermocouple would show different readings but it was not clear 
to what end.  
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Figure 37. A different view of the four thermocouples attached to the structure for the second test 
once the radiant shield was removed.  
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Figure 38. Test results from the thermal test without the tower shield. The only significant 
difference is that the readings from thermocouple 3 (on the tower slide assembly) saw much higher 
temperatures than in the previous test, but not enough to cause concern.  
 
The results from the thermal tests showed a decent correlation at first. Figure 39 illustrates the 
prediction from the thermal model plotted along with the data from the first test. While the overall 
trend is consistent between the theory and the test data, we were not satisfied with this radiation 
model. After further inspection, it was determined that the characteristic length used for various 
dimensionless groups that affect the heat transfer coefficient (h) should be the length of the gauge 
mount while in the original model it was left as the height of the tower assembly.  
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Figure 39. The surface temperature of the heat flux gauge mount as a function of external heat flux 
from the cone.  
 
After running the model again, the new range of heat transfer coefficients ranged from 6-9 w/m2-K, 
opposed to the 3-8 w/m2-K used in the first model. With that single correction, the model became 
much more accurate. As seen in Figure 40, the new radiation model matches very well for low heat 
fluxes and then becomes a little off as the cone reaches higher levels of heat flux. This could be due 
to the fact that the correlation used for the heat transfer coefficient was for semi-infinite vertical 
plates, but the correlation begins to break down as the free velocity of the air rises. Therefore, the 
gauge stand could very well could have been inside the substantial thermal boundary layer that 
develops in front of the cone at high heat fluxes, resulting in a break down of the predicted values of 
h. 
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Figure 40. The surface temperature of the heat flux gauge mount as a function of external heat flux 
from the cone, using the new radiation model with the proper range of heat transfer coefficients.  
 
Following this test, we were confident in the ability for the device to operate in the worst case 
conditions it would be exposed to. In reality, this test is much more onerous than the device will 
actually see in its prescribed use due to the fact that for these tests, the device was exposed to 
radiation for up to an hour straight in the worst case location, without the gauge blocking a large 
portion of the heat flux. A typical test will only expose the gauge for a short amount of time as it 
collects data, then moves to another node. Therefore, as a team we were confident that there would 
be no issues operating the device in the conditions provided by the cone heater. We then moved to 
run full scale sweeps in the cone heater radiation and found the device had no issues as expected. 
 
7.3 Operational Amplifier (Op-Amp) Testing 
 
Properly amplifying the heat flux input voltage signal is one of the most crucial electronic aspects of 
our system. For the first iteration of the PCB an Op-Amp was used to amplify the voltage signal 
created by the heat flux gauge so that it could be interpreted by the microcontroller. Unfortunately, 
the circuit did not perform properly when comparisons were made between a Keysight 34980A data 
acquisition system and the custom op-amp system. Voltages were off by more than 20%. Possible 
sources for these errors could arise from the internal circuitry of the analog to digital converter chip 
due to the ranges and variability of the voltages encountered. Due to these encountered errors, the 
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internal microcontroller analog to digital converter was used instead and proven to be sufficiently 
accurate. Figure 41 shows the test results. 
 
 
Figure 41. Op-Amp testing results 
 
The top graph displays voltage difference between the microcontroller and the Keysight data 
acquisition system. The bottom graph contains the microcontroller voltages along a linear line after 
they have been transformed by a linear function to calibrate the microcontroller voltages to match 
the data acquisition system voltages. By performing this calibration, voltages differences became less 
than about 1 mV.    
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7.4 GUI Testing 
 
Testing the graphical user interface was a process of gaining more insight into different scenarios 
that our design could be used in. The goal of the GUI was to make the measurement process as 
customizable and intuitive to the user’s desires as possible. In order to gain insight on this topic, we 
enlisted Dr. Emberley and other individuals to use the device a number of times so that we can get 
their feedback on what needed to be modified to customize the measurement process. 
 
The GUI was also tested for bugs by trying to enter seemingly illogical inputs that a user may enter 
that could break the code. After we have attempted to break the code and found all of the possible 
ways to confuse the interface, we wrote precautionary software that ensures that these sorts of 
inputs will be blocked so that they cannot cause the software to perform in an unexpected manner. 
We believe we generated a clean, user friendly, and functional GUI by the end of our testing period. 
 
 
 
Figure 42. Prototype GUI that will allow ease of use for our sponsor.  
 
7.5 Full System Test 
 
Once all of these other tests have yielded satisfactory results, we tested the entire system as a whole. 
The device was placed in front of the cone heater, and all of its different sub-functions were tested 
with the con heater on. The success of the full scale test was simply determined by the system 
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remaining functional and moving though prolonged exposure to the heater. The full system was 
primarily tested through setting the device to run through different profiles at various cone 
intensities to test the data collection capabilities as well. Each test was successful with the device 
being exposed to the most extreme heat flux levels for upwards of an hour. Given this time-frame is 
longer then design conditions, overall full scale testing was deemed successful. As a final verification 
of the abilities of the device, a 25 node sweep of one plane at 25 mm off the surface was taken, 
resulting in the plot seen in Figure 43. The results of this sweep were consistent with what was 
expected of the cone heater, and proved the device can perform the exact operation it was designed 
to. 
 
Figure 43. The resulting contour plot from the first plane sweep using the device. As expected, the 
overall profile is approximately uniform over the diameter of the cone, but varies significantly in the 
corners where there is less of a view factor to the cone.   
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Chapter 8: Project Management 
  
The timeline for this project spans until June 6st, 2018. In that time, various milestone deliverables 
have been developed to track the progress of the project. Table 5 summarizes these milestone items 
and the date by which they were completed. For a more detailed timeline, see the attached Gantt 
chart in Appendix J.  
  
 
Table 5. Breakdown of milestone deliverables for the duration of the project 
Date Deliverable 
11/14/17 Preliminary Design Review (PDR) 
1/16/18 Interim Design Review 
2/6/18 Critical Design Review (CDR) 
3/13/18 Manufacturing & Testing (M&T) Review 
4/26/18 Hardware and Safety Demo 
6/1/18 Senior Project Exposition 
  
As a whole, senior project teams were provided with a schedule to maintain from inception to the 
project expo in June. However, due to the nature of our project, some adjustments in schedule were 
made. 
  
In particular, all teams were scheduled to be manufacturing their projects by March 1st, 2018. Due 
to the high possibility of the hardware of this project being damaged by the exposure to the heat 
flux, our team had an initial functional prototype manufactured by the Critical Design Review in 
February. While we did not want to rush the manufacturing process, there was a very real possibility 
of losing models or hardware components during testing; therefore, if any model is going to fail, it 
was  preferred to fail early so further product iterations could be made. After CDR, the team was 
ready to do full scale testing and only had to wait because the cone heater was not ready for testing 
until the beginning of April.   
 
This project required various specific techniques and testing. The success of this project hinged on 
the ability of the model to withstand the heat flux it is exposed to. We performed various types of 
testing with the provided cone heater and heat flux gauge to ensure that our design could operate in 
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these conditions. After several iterations of thermal testing, it was clear that the design was able to 
withstand the necessary heat flux. 
 
There were no major deviations from the plan originally set in fall. The allotted time set at CDR was 
sufficient for manufacturing and testing. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 
  
As a team, and with the guidance of Dr. Emberley, we have successfully created a device that can 
more efficiently and accurately measure the heat flux profile of a radiant energy source, compared to 
current methods. The team was faced with a difficult task and was able to pace development with 
enough time to do our due diligence with testing and design verification. The only target that was 
not met was the original goal to hit a heat flux of 100 kW/m2,  which was only because the cone was 
unable to produce such a heat flux. Looking back on the project, we as a team would not have 
changed the design or methodology. Overall, the final product serves the purpose it was intended 
for and can hopefully set a new standard for benchmark fire testing and later scale up to larger 
radiant heat sources.  
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Withstand Heat Exposure + + + 
Transportable + + 0 
System Status Sensors 0 - + 
Simple Design, DFM, Standard Parts + + + 
Serviceable + + + 
Aesthetics - - - 
Infinite Life 0 + + 
Within Budget + + + 
4 4 5 
Datum = Kuka arm 
A-2
Project Decision Matrix 
Weight 
Servo-
Tower 
Trombon
e Slide 
Tower of 
Mordor Manual 
Kuka 
Arm 
Take Data in 3D Space 3 4 3 3 0 5 
Simple Design, DFM, 
Standard Parts 4 3 3 4 5 0 
Serviceable 3 3 4 4 5 0 
Aesthetics 1 4 2 3 0 5 
Ease of Operation 2 4 4 4 0 3 
Automation 
Ease/Ability 4 2 3 3 0 0 
Infinite Life 3 2 3 3 5 4 
Small Size 2 4 4 3 4 1 
Within Budget 4 5 5 5 5 0 
Withstand Heat 
Exposure 5 2 3 4 5 1 
Transportable 2 4 4 3 5 1 
System Status Sensor 
Simplicity 3 2 3 4 5 1 
Efficiency 5 5 5 5 0 5 
5 - 
Important 136 149 158 128 75 
1 - Meh 
Total Weightage to 
Divide By: 41 3.32 3.63 3.85 3.12 1.83 
66 73 77 62 37 % 
A-3
Constants
Assumptions:
1) Stead State Pump Operation
2) Treat Water as Incompressible Cp Water= 4.18 KJ/Kg-K 0.998 Btu/lbm°F
3) Constant properties throughout flow  @25°C  @79°F
4) Treat steel as lumped capacitence
5) Ignore Conduction Through Copper CSteel= 0.49 KJ/Kg-K
First Law: ρ= 1000 Kg/m^3
qin=Estore-Ewater
mSteel= 0.1 Kg
Estore=mcΔT/Δt Ewater=mdotCp waterΔT
mdot= 0.315 Kg/s
qin = Estore of  the trial without cooling Qpump= 0.000315 m^3/s 300 GPH
Data:
Trial 1) No cooling
t=4:30 min
T1= 80 26.67
T2= 200 93.33
ΔT= 120 66.67
Δt= 270 s
Trial 2) Cooling
t=5min
T1= 80 26.67
T2= 120 48.89
ΔT= 40 22.22
Δt= 300 s
ΔT Water= 6.43 °C
Analysis:
Estore= 3.63 W
Ewater= 8.47 W
qin= 12.10 W
(From HD website)
Heat Exchanger Model 1
°F
°F
°C
°C
Appendix G: Motor Cooling Model 
Red Text Indicates inputs
A-4
Assumptions: q''= 100 kW/m^2 Tatm= 20 °C
1) Steady State (ocurs quickly with LC method) h= 10 W/m^2-k 293 K
2) Test surface is a plate of  steel rplate= 0.06 m
3) Plate and cone heater are Co-axial rcone= 0.06 m εSteel= 0.5
4) Radiation is entirely absorbed Aplate= 0.0113 m^2
5) Plate and foil thin enough for LC Acone= 0.0113 m^2 εFoil= 0.07
L= 0.01 m
First Law:
qin=qconvection Rcone= 6
Rplate= 6
qconvection=hA(Ts-T)
S= 2.0278
qin=αq''AconeF Ts=(q/hA)+T F= 0.8466
qin= 957.5323932 W
Ts= 2136.61 °C
Steady State L Rcone Rplate S F qin Ts
[m] [W] [°C]
0.10 0.60 0.60 4.78 0.22 124.05 568.44
0.20 0.30 0.30 13.11 0.08 43.38 211.80
0.30 0.20 0.20 27.00 0.04 20.97 112.72
0.40 0.15 0.15 46.44 0.02 12.18 73.85
0.50 0.12 0.12 71.44 0.01 7.92 55.00
0.60 0.10 0.10 102.00 0.01 5.54 44.51
0.70 0.09 0.09 138.11 0.01 4.09 38.10
0.80 0.08 0.08 179.78 0.01 3.15 33.91
0.90 0.07 0.07 227.00 0.00 2.49 31.01
1.00 0.06 0.06 279.78 0.00 2.02 28.94
Radiation Sheild Jsteel=qin((1-E)/(EA))
Jsteel= 0.81511886
L Rcone Rplate S F qin Ts
[m] [W] [°C]
0.10 0.60 0.60 4.78 0.22 17.37 96.78
0.20 0.30 0.30 13.11 0.08 6.07 46.85
0.30 0.20 0.20 27.00 0.04 2.94 32.98
0.40 0.15 0.15 46.44 0.02 1.71 27.54
0.50 0.12 0.12 71.44 0.01 1.11 24.90
0.60 0.10 0.10 102.00 0.01 0.78 23.43
0.70 0.09 0.09 138.11 0.01 0.57 22.53
0.80 0.08 0.08 179.78 0.01 0.44 21.95
0.90 0.07 0.07 227.00 0.00 0.35 21.54
1.00 0.06 0.06 279.78 0.00 0.28 21.25
Radiant Heat Flux
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Appendix F: Radiation Model 
Red Text Indicates Inputs 
Substantial Change in Surface Temperature with Shielding
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Indented Bill of Material (BOM) Note: *Manufactured
Heat Flux Mapping Device Assembly
Assy Level Part Number Description Matl Vendor Qty Cost Ttl Cost Notes
Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3
0 0-01 Heat Flux Mapper Assembly N/A N/A 1 N/A -$    
1 01-14 *8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX77mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 2.00$     4.00$    
1 01-12 *8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX100mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 3.00$     6.00$    
1 01-13 *8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX200mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 4 4.00$     16.00$      
1 1-01 Heat shield Aluminized FiberglassAmazon 1 17.39$   17.39$      
1 1-02 *8020 T slot 20mmX20mmX1015mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 3 15.00$   45.00$      
1 1-03 *8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX1000mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 4 10.00$   40.00$      
1 1-04 Iso Wool Ceramic Fiber Amazon 1 36.00$   36.00$      
1 1-05 2X2 T-slot bracket Alum 6061 SMW3D 8 1.25$     10.00$      
1 1-06 1X1 T-slot bracket Alum 6061 SMW3D 16 2.25$     36.00$      
1 1-07 Limit Switch Mounts Alum 6061 SMW3D 6 2.00$     12.00$      
1 1-08 T-nuts 5mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 40 0.20$     8.00$    
1 1-09 M5 10mm screws Alum 6061 SMW3D 40 0.18$     7.20$    
1 1-10 5-Hole corner joints for extruded aluminumAlum 6061 SMW3D 4 4.80$     19.20$    
1 1-11 Linear Stage Assembly N/A SMW3D 5 163.95$ 819.75$    Price for all bundled parts below
2 2-01 Nylon Insert Nuts - 5mm Nylon SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-02 Low Profile Screws M5 – 25mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 4 N/A -$          |
2 2-03 Aluminum Spacers - 6mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-04 Aluminum Spacers - 40mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-05 1/4" x 8mm Flexible Coupling Alum 6061 SMW3D 1 N/A -$          |
2 2-06 Aluminum Spacers - 3mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-07 Eccentric Spacer - 6mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-08 Ball Bearing 688Z 8x16x5 N/A SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-09 8mm Shim Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-10 Lock Collar - 8mm Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-11 Nema 23 2.8A Stepper Motor N/A SMW3D 1 N/A -$          |
2 2-12 Low Profile Screws M5*20 Alum 6061 SMW3D 10 N/A -$          |
2 2-13 Low Profile Screws M5*55 Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-14 C-Beam End Mount Alum 6061 SMW3D 2 N/A -$          |
2 2-15 C-Beam Gantry Plate Alum 6061 SMW3D 1 N/A -$          |
2 2-16 C-Beam Linear Rail Alum 6061 SMW3D 1 N/A -$          |
2 2-17 8mm Metric Acme Lead Screw Stainless Steel SMW3D 1 N/A -$          V
2 2-18 *Replacement Bronze V wheels Bearing Bronze SMW3D 4 1.16$     23.19$    Price for all 20 Assm Parts
2 2-19 Replacement Lead Nut AssemblyN/A N/A 5 N/A -$      
3 3-01 *Lead Nut Block Alum 6061 McMaster 1 0.50$     2.50$    
3 3-02 *Anit-backlash Lead Nut Brass Amazon 1 7.25$     36.25$    
3 3-03 M3.5X5mm Cap Screws Stainless Steel McMaster 3 0.30$     4.50$    
1 1-12 Electronics and Wiring Assembly N/A N/A 1 N/A -$    
2 4-01 Thermocouples N/A Amazon 10 6.00$     60.00$      
2 4-02 MCU/PCB/Boards N/A Atmel 1 300.00$ 300.00$    
2 4-03 Power Supply N/A SMW3D 1 30.00$   30.00$      
2 4-04 Wiring N/A SMW3D 32 0.50$     16.00$      
2 4-05 Flue Tape N/A amazon 1 7.00$     7.00$    
2 4-06 Limit Switches N/A SMW3D 6 1.99$     11.94$    
2 4-07 Power Cable N/A SMW3D 1 6.50$     6.50$    
2 4-08 Electronics Enclosure N/A Amazon 1 20.00$   20.00$    
2 4-09 Motor Driver N/A Amazon 5 34.00$   170.00$    
1 1-13 Sensor Arm Assembly N/A N/A 1 N/A -$    
2 5-01 m4X25mm bolts Stainless Steel McMaster 3 0.10$     0.30$    
2 5-02 m4 nuts Stainless Steel McMaster 3 0.09$     0.27$    
2 5-03 *Aluminum Spacers Alum 6061 McMaster 3 1.34$     4.03$    
2 5-04 *Mounting Beacket Alum 6062=1 SMW3D 1 14.30$   14.30$    
2 5-05 Gardon Gague N/A N/A 1 N/A -$   Provided by Sponsor
2 5-06 *8020 20mmX20mmX140mm T slotAlum 6061 SMW3D 2 5.00$     10.00$    
2 5-07 m5 bolts Alum 6061 SMW3D 5 0.18$     0.90$    
2 5-08 m5 slot nuts Alum 6061 SMW3D 5 0.20$     1.00$    
2 5-09 heat shield Alumized Fiberglassamazon 1 17.39$   17.39$    
2 5-10 iso wool Ceramic Fiber amzon 1 36.00$   36.00$    
2 5-11 right anlge  t- slot bracket Alum 6061 SMW3D 1 1.00$     1.00$    
2 5-12 *8020 20mmX20mmX250mm T slotAlum 6061 SMW3D 1 3.00$     3.00$    
Total Cost 1,852.61$ A-15
Parts/Componenet Part Numbers Qty: Ordered? Arrived? Manufacturing Dates Completion Date Process Material Time Notes/Operations
V-Wheel 2-18 20 Y N 1/30-2/3 2/3 Lathe Bearing Bronze 14 hrs Turn, Face, Chamfer, Part, Drill, bore
HFM Bracket 05-04 1 Y N 2/20 2/20 Mill, Band Saw Alum 6061 2 hr Mill, drill, cut to length
Lead Nut 03-02 5 Y Y 2/20 2/30 MIll Alum 6062 2 hr Mill, drill
Lead Nut Block 03-01 5 Y Y 1/26-1/30 2/18 Mill, Tap Alum 6062 3 hr Mill, drill, tap
Spacers 05-03 3 Y N 2/20-2/22 2/22 Lathe Alum 6061 1 hr Turn, part, drill
Heat Shield 01-01 1 Y Y 2/20-2/23 2/20 Drill, Grommet Alumized Fiberglass .5 hr Cut, install grommets
PCB 04-02 1 N N 2/8-2/30 2/22 Soldering Solder 2 hr Soldering
Wiring 04-04 N/A Y N 2/8-2/23 2/23 Solder, Tie, Sleve Solder 2 hr Soldering, wiring, etc.
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX77mm 01-14 2 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6061 1 min Cut to Length
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX100mm 01-12 2 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6062 1 min Cut to Length
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX200mm 01-13 4 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6063 1 min Cut to Length
8020 T slot 20mmX20mmX1015mm 01-02 3 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6064 1 min Cut to Length
8020 T slot 20mmX40mmX1000mm 01-03 2 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6065 1 min Cut to Length
8020 20mmX20mmX250mm T slot 5-12 1 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6066 1 min Cut to Length
8020 20mmX20mmX140mm T slot 05-06 1 Y Y 2/5 2/5 Band Saw Alum 6067 1 min Cut to Length
*Done
A-16
Part Number: 01-12 
Wiring Diagram 
Matlab GUI MCU
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ITEM 
NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 01-11 C-BeaP LineaU ActuatRU 1000PP 
2 01-0 V-SlRt 20x40x1000 LineaU Rail 2
 01-1 V-SlRt 20x40x200 LineaU Rail 4
4 01-12 V-SlRt 20x40x100LineaU Rail 2
 01-0 L BUacNet DRuEle 1
 01-0 BlacN Angle CRUneU CRnnectRU 1
 01-1 SenRU AVVePEl\ 1
 01-11 L BUacNet Single 10
 0-02 MX BRlt 120
10 01-01 Heat SKielG 1
11 01-02 V-SlRt 20x20x101 LineaU Rail 
12 01-14 V-SlRt 20x40x LineaU Rail 2
1 01-10 -Rining Plate 0 DegUee 4
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FULL ASSEMBLY EXPLODED
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DETAIL C
SCALE 1 : 2 
11
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 2-12 M x 20 10
2 02-02 M x 2 4
 2-1 M x  2
4 2-14 C-BeaP EnG MRunt 2
 2-1 C-BeaP 40x0x1000 LineaU Rail 1
 2- Ball BeaUing  x 1 x  2
 2- SKiP WaVKeU PP 2
 2-10 LRcN CRllaU PP 2
 02-0 AluPinuP SpaceU 40PP 2
10 2-11 NePa 2 SteppeU MRtRU 1
11 02-0 FlexiEle CRupling 0.2in x PP 1
12 02-1 PP leaGVcUeZ 1040PP 1
1 2-1 C-BeaP GantU\ Plate 1
14 02-1 LeaG Nut AVVP 1
1 02-1 XtUePe Mini V WKeel 4
1 02-0 AluPinuP SpaceU PP 2
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ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 0-0 GaUGRn Gauge 1
2 0-0 SpaceU 
 0-02 M4X BRlt 
4 0-04 MRutning BUacNet 1
 0-12 V-SlRt 20x20x20 LineaU Rail 1
 0-0 V-SlRt 20x20x140 LineaU Rail 1
 0-0 MX 4
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1 -2 BUaVV LeaG Nut 1
2 -1 LeaG Nut BlRcN 1
 - MX ScUeZ 
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Item Supplier Link Dimensions Notes Price Per Unit Units Total Price Bought Yet?
Radiant Shield Amazon https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B01MRD7HRT/ref=ox_sc_sfl_title_4?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A1IFQNUCPOQPAB24X47" For testing $17.39 1 $17.39 Y
Stepper motors Amazon 3 pack Nema 23 $74.00 1 $74.00 Y
Thermocouples Amazon https://www.amazon.com/uxcell-Meters-9-8ft-Thermocouple-Sensor/dp/B00CWA3WEC/ref=sr_1_8?ie=UTF8&qid=1509864385&sr=8-8&keywords=thermocouple+sensor+type+kK-Type $6.93 4 $27.72 Y
Drivers SMW3D https://www.amazon.com/STEPPERONLINE-Digital-Stepper-1-0-4-2A-20-50VDC/dp/B06Y5VPSFN/ref=sr_1_3?s=industrial&ie=UTF8&qid=1512436996&sr=1-3&keywords=nema+23+motor+driver20-50v $34.0 5 $170.00 Y
Linear Stage Assembly SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/c-beam-linear-actuator-bundle-1000mm-length/.9m stroke lengthno motor $140.00 5 $700.00 Y
Aluminum Extrude SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/aluminum-extruded-v-slot-from-openbuilds/20X20X1500m for b ilding $15.00 6 $90.00 Y
Aluminum Extrude SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/aluminum-extruded-v-slot-from-openbuilds/20X60X1000m for b ilding $18.75 8 $150.00 Y
T-nuts 5mm SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/t-nuts/ for building $0.20 40 $8.00 Y
M5 10mm screws SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/m5-screws/for building $0.18 40 $7.20 Y
Bracket Tripple SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/universal-l-bracket/tripple for building $1.50 8 $12.00 Y
Bracket Single SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/universal-l-bracket/single for building $1.00 12 $12.00 Y
Power Supply SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/dc-power-supply/24V for building $32.00 1 $32.00 Y
Nema 23 Stepper Motor SMW3D https://www.smw3d.com/nema-stepper-motors/2.8A p DS for building $24.00 5 $120.00 Y
MCU and PCB (TBD) Oshpark V1 $100.00 1 $100.00 Y
Flue Tape for thermocouples Amazon https://www.amazon.com/3M-High-Temperature-Flue-15-Foot/dp/B00004Z4DS/ref=sr_1_cc_1?s=aps&ie=UTF8&qid=1516395438&sr=1-1-catcorr&keywords=flue+tape600F $9.02 1 $9.02 Y
Iso Wool Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Insulation-Quadrafire-CM-Ceramics-Material-Instructions/dp/B00GT5Q6X0/ref=sr_1_4?ie=UTF8&qid=1516076794&sr=8-4&keywords=fire+wool25X24X1/2" 2400 F $36.00 1 $36.00 Y
Brass Lead Nut Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Wangdd22-backlash-Spring-Elimination-Threaded/dp/B01MR2JNT5/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1516572524&sr=8-3&keywords=8mm+lead+nut8mm $7.45 5 $37.25 Y
Wire shielding Aluminized Amazon https://www.amazon.com/gp/huc/view.html?ie=UTF8&newItems=C312VYMG1HGTKA%2C13ft, 2000 F $13.50 1 $13.50 Y
m4 nuts for HFM McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#=1b761ujlock nuts X100 93825A120 $9.24 1 $9.24 Y
Grommets for Heat shield McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#grommets/=1b59w7q20 9610K31 $12.90 1 $12.90 Y
Aluminum Rod for HFM spacers McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#aluminum/=1b768u21/4"-2ft 8974K22 $4.03 1 $4.03 Y
m4 bolts for HFM McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#standard-socket-head-screws/=1b75zxg30mm long, stainless92855A425 $7.74 1 $4.00 Y
Bronze Rod for Wheels McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#bronze-rods/=1b5kptz3/4" dia 8917K62 $23.19 1 $23.19 Y
Aluminum Angle McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#aluminum-angles/=1b5kqwh1 ft, 3"x3" 8982K61 $14.30 1 $12.00 Y
2 Hole Flat Joining Strip SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/2-hole-flat-joining-strip/ $1.95 2 $3.90 Y
5-Hole corner joints for extruded aluminum SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/5-hole-corner-joints-for-extruded-aluminum/$4.80 4 $19.20 Y
90 degree angle solid bracket SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/90-degree-angle-solid-bracket/ $2.25 16 $36.00 Y
Cast Aluminum 90 degree brackets SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/cast-aluminum-90-degree-brackets/$1.50 2 $3.00 Y
Double T-Nut SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/double-t-nut/ $0.85 4 $3.40 Y
Limit switch plate for V-Slot SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/limit-switch-plate-for-v-slot/ $2.00 6 $12.00 Y
 M5 Screws X 8mm SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/m5-screws/ $0.18 120 $21.60 Y
T-Nuts SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/t-nuts/ $0.20 80 $16.00 Y
Universal L bracket Double SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/universal-l-bracket/ $1.25 12 $15.00 Y
Universal L bracket Single SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/universal-l-bracket/ $1.00 5 $5.00 Y
Universal L bracket Tripple SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/universal-l-bracket/ $1.50 2 $3.00 Y
 22 gauge wire for endstops, motors, and sensors SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/22-gauge-wire-for-endstops-motors-and-sensors/$0.50 30 $15.00 Y
 Mechanical endstop SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/mechanical-endstop/ $1.99 6 $11.94 Y
Power Cable for 110V Power Supply SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/power-cable-for-110v-power-supply/$6.50 1 $6.50 Y
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Thermistors SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/thermistors/ $0.99 10 $9.90 Y
Aluminum Extruded V-Slot from OpenBuilds 20X60X1500 SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/aluminum-extruded-v-slot-from-openbuilds/$23.00 5 $115.00 Y
Shielded Bearings for Rotary Motion SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/shielded-bearings-for-rotary-motion/$1.00 8 $8.00 Y
M5 Screws X 15mm SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/m5-screws/ $0.19 20 $3.80 Y
Nylon Hex Locknut M5 SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/nylon-hex-locknut/ $0.12 20 $2.40 Y
Resistor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/stackpole-electronics-inc/RMCF0805JT10K0/RMCF0805JT10K0CT-ND/194257710 kOhm $0.67 100 $0.67 Y
Resistor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/stackpole-electronics-inc/RMCF0805JT4K70/RMCF0805JT4K70CT-ND/19425704.7 kOhm $0.67 100 $0.67 Y
Resistor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/stackpole-electronics-inc/RMCF0805JT1K00/RMCF0805JT1K00CT-ND/19425571 kOh $0.67 100 $0.67 Y
Resistor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/yageo/RC0805FR-0768K1L/311-68.1KCRCT-ND/73104768.1 kOhm $0.88 100 $0.88 Y
N-Channel MOSFET Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/on-semiconductor/BSS123LT1G/BSS123LT1GOSCT-ND/91785760V, 310 mA $15.55 100 $15.55 Y
Ceramic Capacitor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/wurth-electronics-inc/885012207039/732-8039-6-ND/545543810 nF $5.50 100 $5.50 Y
Ceramic Capacitor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/yageo/CC0805KRX7R7BB104/311-1142-6-ND/578994100 nF $4.45 00 $4.45 Y
Tantalum Capacitor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=478-2354-1-ND3.3 uF, 16V $2.19 10 $2.19 Y
Ceramic Capacitor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/taiyo-yuden/EMK212BJ106KG-T/587-1295-1-ND/93107210 uF, 16V $1.39 10 $1. 9 Y
Ceramic Capacitor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/yageo/CC0805KKX7R7BB105/311-1365-1-ND/21031491 uF, 16V $0.79 0 $0.79 Y
Inductor Digikey https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=490-12780-1-ND10 uH $3.86 10 $3.86 Y
Voltage Regulator Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/linear-technology-analog-devices/LT1129CST-3.3-TRPBF/LT1129CST-3.3-TRPBFCT-ND/79325893.3V Output $26.55 5 $26.55 Y
Screw Terminals) Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/phoenix-contact/1725698/277-1277-ND/2674666 Pins $53.10 10 $53.10 Y
Screw Terminal Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/phoenix-contact/1725711/277-1279-ND/2674688 Pins $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
Screw Terminal Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/phoenix-contact/1725685/277-1276-ND/2674655 Pins $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
Jumper Headers Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/sullins-connector-solutions/PPPC032LFBN-RC/S7106-ND/8102432x03 $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
Jumper Headers Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/sullins-connector-solutions/PPTC082LFBN-RC/S7076-ND/81021416 pin $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
Reset Switch Digikey https://www.digikey.com/products/en/switches/tactile-switches/197?k=B3F-1000&pkeyword=&FV=ffe000c5&mnonly=0&ColumnSort=0&page=1&quantity=0&ptm=0&fid=0&pageSize=25Check lab $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
Ferrite Bead Digikey https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=490-1054-1-ND220 Ohm, 100MHz $5.31 10 $5.31 Y
Op Amp Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/texas-instruments/OPA344NA-250/OPA344NACT-ND/3622631 mv ax ffset(typical .2v) $15.93 3 $15.93 Y
xMega128A4AU MCU Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/microchip-technology/ATXMEGA128A4U-AU/ATXMEGA128A4U-AU-ND/3441468$26.55 5 $26.55 Y
Thermocouple Breakout Digikey https://www.adafruit.com/product/269?gclid=Cj0KCQiA5aTUBRC2ARIsAPoPJk85nnvTeehiZ8iYd6PZjaiiyO0J0sXLReuM4vDuvkGPyq-4Z71Eq94aAlOQEALw_wcB(Will order about 5 more after testing) $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
USB Breakout Sparkfun https://www.sparkfun.com/products/12731 $5.31 1 $5.31 Y
Thermocouple jack Type K Newart http://www.newark.com/newport-electronics/mpj-k-f-rohs/miniature-panel-socket-k-type/dp/64X9318$53.10 10 $53.10 Y
Terminal Block 15 Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Position-Terminal-Postions-Insulated-Barrier/dp/B01DY7L5KY/ref=pd_sim_147_1?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=B01DY7L5KY&pd_rd_r=YPM99YAMJRXFYKD2W0TM&pd_rd_w=EjbEj&pd_rd_wg=s2Lav&psc=1&refRID=YPM99YAMJRXFYKD2W0TM$5.31 1 $5.31 Y
 M5 Screws X 5mm SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/m5-screws/M5x5 $0.18 40 $7.20 Y
T-Nuts SMW3d https://www.smw3d.com/t-nuts/M5 $0.20 40 $8.00 Y
Clear Acrilic McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#acrylic/=1cr668qclea  24x24in, 1/48589K83 $30.23 1 $30.23 Y
Clear Acrilic McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#8505k756/=1cnmpa8clea  12x24in, 1/48 89K82 $16.33 2 $32.66 Y
Rubber Standoffs McMaster https://www.mcmaster.com/#2284t52/=1cnm9x12 84T52 $3.00 1 $3.00 Y
Power Switch w/Fuse Amazon https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00NWO68JI/ref=ox_sc_sfl_title_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A2Y736KGZ14HTQ$6.99 1 $6.99 Y
Plastic Weld Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Applicator-Fabricator-Sci-Grip-Weld/dp/B01LZYUN9D/ref=sr_1_11?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1523583187&sr=1-11&keywords=plastic+weld$15.89 1 $15.89 Y
Power Supply 36v Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Eyeboot-Universal-Regulated-Switching-Supply/dp/B01KZS565A/ref=sr_1_2?s=electronics&ie=UTF8&qid=1523586514&sr=1-2&keywords=36v+power+supply&dpID=41f46JsZeTL&preST=_SX300_QL70_&dpSrc=srch$46.99 1 $46.99 Y
Shielded Wire Amazon https://www.amazon.com/Conductor-Stranded-Cable-Custom-Connection/dp/B071DFJR8P/ref=sr_1_8?ie=UTF8&qid=1524943313&sr=8-8&keywords=3+conductor+shielded+cable100 ft $29.00 1 $29.00 Y
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Estop Amazon https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0094GM004/ref=ox_sc_sfl_title_2?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=AUXV3ARJOE5TC$8.38 1 $8.38 Y
Wire Sheathing Amazon https://www.amazon.com/100ft-1-Expandable-Braided-Sleeving-Tech/dp/B074GM1PK1/ref=sr_1_1?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1523583500&sr=1-1&keywords=wire+sleeve+high+temp100 ft $12.99 1 $12.99 Y
Metal zip ties Amazon https://www.amazon.com/HYCC-100pcs-Stainless-Exhaust-Locking/dp/B01MYW9IB5/ref=sr_1_2?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1523585615&sr=1-2&keywords=metal+zip+tie&dpID=51xHYYo7oiL&preST=_SY300_QL70_&dpSrc=srch$10.99 1 $ 0.99 Y
PCB V2 Oshpark oshpark.com Instructions in emailV2 $137.00 1 $137.00 Y
Thermocouple Chip Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/maxim-integrated/MAX31855KASA/MAX31855KASA-ND/259156410(bulk) $43.14 3 $129.42 Y
Ferrite Digikey https://www.digikey.com/products/en?keywords=490-1054-1-ND100(bulk) $4.64 1 $4.64 Y
Capactor 0.1 uF Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/avx-corporation/08053C104MAT2A/478-7947-1-ND/3881570100(bulk) $6.75 1 $6.75 Y
Ceramic Capacitor 10000 pF Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/samsung-electro-mechanics/CL21B103KAANNNC/1276-2434-1-ND/3890520100(bulk) $1.76 1 $1.76 Y
USB Mini USB B Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/hirose-electric-co-ltd/UX60-MB-5S8/H2960CT-ND/597539$0.99 3 $2.97 Y
Resettable Fuse Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/littelfuse-inc/1206L050YR/F2112CT-ND/4557215(bulk) $2.45 1 $2.45 Y
FT232RLSSOP Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/ftdi-future-technology-devices-international-ltd/FT232RL-REEL/768-1007-1-ND/1836402$4.50 3 $13.50 Y
Capacitor 0.1 uF Digikey https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/KEMET/C0603T104K3RALTU?qs=sGAEpiMZZMs0AnBnWHyRQOo3Mr9Yvzolj4F8mgaaL8w%3d$ .94 5 $4.70 Y
Capacitor 10 uF Digikeyhttps://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/avx-corporation/F931C106KAA/478-8235-1-ND/4005599$0.47 4 $1.88 Y
Red LED Digikeyhttps://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/kingbright/APTL3216SURCK/754-1165-1-ND/1747882$0.44 4 $1.76 Y
Green LED Digikeyhttps://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/kingbright/APTL3216CGCK/754-1162-1-ND/1747879 $0.46 4 $1.84 Y
220 ohm Resistor Digikeyhttps://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/stackpole-electronics-inc/RMCF0805JT220R/RMCF0805JT220RCT-ND/194254410 (bulk) $0.67 1 $0.67 Y
Voltage Regulator Digikeyhttps://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/linear-technology-analog-devices/LT1129CST-3.3-PBF/LT1129CST-3.3-PBF-ND/889181$4.61 3 $13.83 Y
Reset Switch Digikeyhttps://www.digikey.com/products/en/switches/tactile-switches/197?k=B3F-1000&pkeyword=&FV=ffe000c5&mnonly=0&ColumnSort=0&page=1&quantity=0&ptm=0&fid=0&pageSize=253 $0.30 Y
Screw Terminals(x3) Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/on-shore-technology-inc/OSTVN03A150/ED10562-ND/1588863$1.03 3 $3.09 Y
Screw Terminals(x4) Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/on-shore-technology-inc/OSTVN04A150/ED10563-ND/158886410(bulk) $9.69 1 $9.69 Y
Screw Terminals(x6) Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/on-shore-technology-inc/OSTVN06A150/ED10565-ND/1588866$1.34 12 $16.08 Y
Screw Terminals(x10) Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/on-shore-technology-inc/OSTVN10A150/ED10567-ND/1588870$2.95 6 $17.70 Y
Female Connector Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/te-connectivity-amp-connectors/HE-016-FS/A123673-ND/5766371$11.10 3 $ 3.30 Y
Male Connector Digikey https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/te-connectivity-amp-connectors/HE-016-MS/A123675-ND/5766373$11.10 3 $33.30 Y
Crystal Oscillator Newark http://www.newark.com/citizen-finetech-miyota/hc-49-u-s12000000abjb/crystal-12mhz-18pf-hc-49us/dp/59K817610(bulk) $0.54 1 $0.54 Y
Crysal Capacitors Mouser https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Wurth-Electronics/885012007051/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMs0AnBnWHyRQEGbLOF2VP1iDVaehv1D%252bnekYo0clHlO1w%3d%3d10(bulk) $0.70 1 $0.70 Y
Atmel XMEGA256A3BU-AU Mouser https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Microchip-Technology-Atmel/ATXMEGA256A3BU-AU?qs=ptdxTYXdNN4pSx5czqecWw%3D%3D$8.39 3 $25.17 Y
Total $2,927.08
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Inputs Ambient
F= 0.25 Tsur= 300 K != 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4"= 0.3 Atower= 8.00E-02 m^2 B= 0.00333333 1/K
q''= 100 Kw/m^2 Acone= 0.011 m^2 V 1.59E-05 m^2/s
a 2.25E-05 m^2/s
Energy Balance k 2.63E-02 W/mK
L 1.00E+00 m
(q''A)ConeF=["#(Ts^ 4-Tsur^ 4)+hconv(Ts-Tsur)]ATower D 2.00E-02 m
g 9.81 m/s^2
Gr
Pr 7.06E-01
Ra
Nu=
h=
For an Asummed Value of h h= 7 w/k-m^2
EQ= 3.8221E-06 C1 1.36E-09 EQ2 1.31E+03
C2 5.60E-01
Ts= 405.47 K C3 -1.57E+02 Ts 932.788819
132.47 C
270.45 F
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Ts 350 K Ts 400 K Ts 500 K Ts 325 K Ts 312.5 K
Tfilm 325 K Tfilm 350 K Tfilm 400 K Tfilm 312.5 K Tfilm 306.25 K
B= 0.003076923 1/K B= 0.00285714 1/K B= 0.0025 1/K B= 0.0032 1/K B= 0.00326531 1/K
V= 1.84E-05 m^2/s V= 2.09E-05 m^2/s V= 2.61E-05 m^2/s V= 1.71E-05 m^2/s V= 1.65E-05 m^2/s
a= 2.62E-05 m^2/s a= 2.99E-05 m^2/s a= 3.83E-05 m^2/s a= 2.44E-05 m^2/s a= 2.34E-05 m^2/s
k= 2.82E-02 W/mK k= 3.00E-02 W/mK k= 3.38E-02 W/mK k= 2.72E-02 W/mK k= 2.68E-02 W/mK
 
Gr 4.46E+09 Gr 6.40E+09 Gr 7.20E+09 Gr 2.67E+09 Gr 1.47E+09
Pr 7.02E-01 Pr 7.00E-01 Pr 6.81E-01 Pr 7.04E-01 Pr 7.05E-01
Ra 3.13E+09 Ra 4.48E+09 Ra 4.91E+09 Ra 1.88E+09 Ra 1.03E+09
K1= 1.193848977 K1= 1.19420889 K1= 1.19658537 K1= 1.19362899 K1= 1.19350629
K2= 6.26E+07
K3= -6087393290
K4= 20291310.97
H-Cone= 84.82300165 W
EQ= -2.50353E+19
Ts=
Nu= 174.8449841 Nu= 195.526095 Nu= 200.42522 Nu= 149.202649 Nu= 124.042133
h= 4.92 h= 5.87 h= 6.77 h= 4.06 h= 3.32
Ts h
[K] [W/m^2-K]
312.5 3.32
325.0 4.06
350.0 4.92
400.0 5.87
500.0 6.77
Results
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F= 0.5 Tsur= 300 K != 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4 Assumptions:
Energy Balance For Shielding "Foil= 0.09 Atower= 0.06 m^2 B= 0.00333333 1/K 1) Steady State
q''= 50 Kw/m^2 Acone= 0.011 m^2 #= 1.59E-05 m^2/s 2) Foil is only on one face of tower
(q''A)ConeF$="%Af(Tf^4-Tsur^ 4)+hconv(Ts-Tsur)+"%Af(Tf^4) h= 5 W/m^2-k AFoil= 0.02 m^2 a= 2.25E-05 m^2/s 3) Convection only on outer face of foil"Tower= 0.5 k= 2.63E-02 W/mK 4) Negligible radiation from the tower to foil
Qin=(q''A)ConeF$ L= 1.00E+00 m 5) 
Qout="%Af(Tf^4) D= 2.00E-02 m
Radnet="%Af(Tf^4-Tsur^ 4) g= 9.81 m/s^2
Qcon=hcon(Tf-Tsur)
Qout=Qin-"%Af(Tf^4-Tsur^ 4)-hconv(Ts-Tsur) EQ 0.00
Qin= 25.45 W Radnet= 3.997 W
Qcon= 16.626 W
Tf= 466.26 K Qout= 4.824 W
193.11 C
Qout$=hAtower(Ts-Tsur)
Ts=$Qout/hA +Tsur
Ts= 308.04 K
34.89 C
Qout$=hAtower(Ts-Tsur)+"%Af(Ts^ 4-Tsur^ 4)
EQ -4.3274E-06
Ts= 304.94 K
31.79 C
Energy Balance for Tower
Model for Foil Shielding
Energy Balance for Tower
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Scanned by CamScanner
A-42
Scanned by CamScanner
A-43
Scanned by CamScanner
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Heat Transfer Coeff (h)
Ts h
[k] [w/m2k]
312.5 3.32
325 4.06
350 4.92
400 5.87
500 6.77
h
[w/m2k] F=1 F=0.75 F=0.50 F=0.25
3 72.05 59.93 47.68 36.06
3.5 67.18 55.95 44.83 34.63
4 62.88 52.5 42.43 33.47
4.5 59.10 49.53 40.41 32.55
5 55.77 46.95 38.71 31.79
5.5 52.83 44.72 37.27 31.17
6 50.23 42.78 36.05 30.66
6.5 47.94 41.09 34.63 30.23
7 45.91 39.62 34.11 29.87
h
[w/m2k] F=1 F=0.75 F=0.50 F=0.25
3 161.69 139.87 117.82 96.91
3.5 152.92 132.71 112.69 94.33
4 145.18 126.50 108.37 92.25
4.5 138.38 121.15 104.74 90.59
5 132.39 116.51 101.68 89.22
5.5 127.09 112.50 99.09 88.11
6 122.41 109.00 96.89 87.19
6.5 118.29 105.96 94.33 86.41
7 114.64 103.32 93.40 85.77
h
[w/m2k] F=1 F=0.75 F=0.50 F=0.25
3 734.30 641.85 524.5 360.37
3.5 720.02 626.9 509.04 346.04
4 706.00 612.26 494.11 332.7
4.5 692.28 597.95 479.74 320.29
5 678.61 583.98 465.94 308.78
5.5 665.32 570.37 452.69 298.1
6 652.16 557.13 440.01 288.18
6.5 639.32 544.27 427.88 278.99
7 626.74 531.79 416.3 270.45
Result Plots
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Team: Autonomous Heat Flux Mapping Advisor:  Prof. Rossman Date:  11/7/17 
Y N 
! ! 1. Will any part of  the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including 
pinch points and sheer points? 
! ! 2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
! ! 3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
! ! 4. Will the system produce a projectile?
! ! 5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
! ! 6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
! ! 7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
! ! 8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
! ! 9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?
! ! 10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights or
pressurized fluids? 
! ! 11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the system?
! ! 12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture during
the use of the design? 
! ! 13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design or the
manufacturing of the design? 
! ! 14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?
! ! 15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog, humidity,
cold, high temperatures, etc? 
! ! 16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
! ! 17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on reverse.
For any “Y” responses, add (1) a complete description, (2) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (3) date to 
be completed on the reverse side. 
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Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action Planned Date 
Actual 
Date 
System exposure to high 
levels of radiant heat 
Liquid cooling system, radiation barrier 
2/1/17 
Potential for user to touch 
device when still hot 
Warning label, sensor to determine when system 
is cool 
2/1/17 
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Part Use
AT – XMEGA128A1 MCU
LT1129CST-5 Voltage Regulator
Capacitor 1uF VR input Capacitor (1)
Capacitor 10 uF VR input/output Capacitor (2)
Capacitor 3.3 uF VR output Capacitor (1)
Capacitor 100 nF Capacitor's
Inductor 10 uH VR Inductor
Reset Switch Reset Switch (tactile switch)
Resistor 10 kOhm Resistors
Resistor 4.7 kOhm Resistors
Resistor 1 kOhm Resistors
Resistor 100 kOhm Resistors
Ferrite Bead Reduce Electrical Noise
Bead Capacitor Capacitor
PDI Port Programming
MAX31855 breakout board Thermocouple Breakout
SparkFun FT231X Breakout USB Breakout
Phoenix Contact 1757103 Screw Terminal Connection
Phoenix Contact 1757019 Screw Terminal Connection
ON Semiconductor BSS123 MOSFET Level Shifter
A-49
Pinout Usage
Page 1
AT – XMEGA128A1
Pin Name Pin Number Functionality Use
PA0 40 Analog I/O MD1 Direction Pin X-Axis
PA1 41 Analog I/O MD1 Enable Pin X-Axis
PA2 42 Analog I/O MD2 Direction Pin Y-Axis
PA3 43 Analog I/O MD2 Enable Pin Y-Axis
PA4 44 Analog I/O MD3 Direction Pin Z-Axis
PA5 1 Analog I/O MD3 Enable Pin Z-Axis
PA6 2 Analog I/O Limit Switch X
PA7 3 Analog I/O Limit Switch Y
PB0 4 Analog I/O Limit Switch Z
PB1 5 Analog I/O Analog Input(Gardon Gauge)
PB2 6 Analog I/O Free Analog Input
PB3 7 Analog I/O Free Analog Input
PC0 10 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PC1 11 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PC2 12 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PC3 13 Digital I/O MD Pulse Timer1(X-axis)
PC4 14 Digital I/O MD Pulse Timer2(Y-axis)
PC5 15 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PC6 16 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PC7 17 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PD0 20 Digital I/O MD Pulse Timer3(Z-axis)
PD1 21 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PD2 22 Digital I/O TX Serial
PD3 23 Digital I/O RX Serial
PD4 24 Digital I/O SS (SPI)
PD5 25 Digital I/O MOSI (SPI)
PD6 26 Digital I/O MISO (SPI)
PD7 27 Digital I/O SCK (SPI)
PE0 28 Digital I/O SDA (TWI)
PE1 29 Digital I/O SCL (TWI)
PE2 32 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PE3 33 Digital I/O thermocouple I/O
PR0(XT2) 36 External Clock None
PR0(XT1) 37 External Clock None
GND 8 Analog Function GND
GND 18 Analog Function GND
GND 30 Analog Function GND
GND 38 Analog Function GND
VCC 9 Analog Function General VCC
VCC 19 Analog Function General VCC
VCC 31 Analog Function General VCC
AVCC 39 Analog Function AVCC Output
PDI_Data 34 Bus Master/Programming PDI_Data(Header pin)
RESET/PDI_CLK 35 Bus Master/Programming PDI_CLK(Old connection is reset button)
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Appendix A:
i
iA-52
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T1 T2 T3 T4!= 1 Bracket thin arm vertical plate Y-axis frame"= 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4
70.2 70.3 72.9 72.5
Cone Temp 800 C
Heat Flux 74.60 kW/m2 °
Heat Flux 15.00 kW/m2
Cone Temp 444.18 C
HF Cone Temp Surface Temp 1 Surface Temp 2 Surface Temp 3 Surface Temp 4 Surface Temp 1 Surface Temp 2 Surface Temp 3 Surface Temp 4
[C] [F] [F] [F] [F] [C] [C] [C] [C]
3.11 2.49 272 76.6 72.9 73.4 72.3 24.78 22.72 23.00 22.39
340 84.7 77.2 72.7 71.8 29.28 25.11 22.61 22.11
405 97.9 83.7 74.2 73.8 36.61 28.72 23.44 23.22
445 108.7 89.2 75.6 74.5 42.61 31.78 24.22 23.61
13.57 11.41 498 119.8 93.9 77.1 75 48.78 34.39 25.06 23.89
542 131 99.3 79.2 76.5 55.00 37.39 26.22 24.72
580 145.8 107.2 81.3 79 63.22 41.78 27.39 26.11
614 160.7 115.2 84 80.8 68.00 43.50 28.00 26.50
644 174 121.1 86.9 82.8 78.89 49.50 30.50 28.22
671 188.4 129.2 89.8 84.7 86.89 54.00 32.11 29.28
20.14 16.92 696 199.9 135 92.3 86 93.28 57.22 33.50 30.00
720 208.4 138.4 94.6 87.1 98.00 59.11 34.78 30.61
742 215.1 138.9 94.8 87.1 101.72 59.39 34.89 30.61
762 226.8 144.3 95.4 88.5 108.22 62.39 35.22 31.39
781 234.1 147.7 96.1 88.7 112.28 64.28 35.61 31.50
49.01 44.95 800 250.7 156.4 98.8 90.5 121.50 69.11 37.11 32.50
817 262.4 164.3 101.1 92.1 128.00 73.50 38.39 33.39
834 273 167.2 103.6 93.7 133.89 75.11 39.78 34.28
850 284 173.1 105.8 95.2 140.00 78.39 41.00 35.11
865 294.3 176.9 107.8 95.7 145.72 80.50 42.11 35.39
65 61.48 880 302.4 181.8 108.1 96.3 150.22 83.22 42.28 35.72
908 318.9 191.5 109.9 98.6 159.39 88.61 43.28 37.00
933 333.1 191.5 111.6 99.5 167.28 88.61 44.22 37.50
80.47 80.77 955 353.3 196.7 114.3 100.6 178.50 91.50 45.72 38.11!= 1"= 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4
kW Time Surface Temp 1 Surface Temp 2 Surface Temp 3 Surface Temp 4 Surface Temp 1 Surface Temp 2 Surface Temp 3 Surface Temp 4
[min] [F] [F] [F] [F] [C] [C] [C] [C]
12 1 91.8 80.6 73.5 73.6 33.22 27.00 23.06 23.11
2 93.2 80.6 73.7 73.6 34.00 27.00 23.17 23.11
3 94.8 81.7 73.8 73.8 34.89 27.61 23.22 23.22
4 96.6 83.1 74 73.9 35.89 28.39 23.33 23.28
5 97.9 83.7 74.2 73.8 36.61 28.72 23.44 23.22
445 15 1 102.4 85.6 74.9 73.9 39.11 29.78 23.83 23.28
2 104.9 87.1 75.1 74.1 40.50 30.61 23.94 23.39
3 106 87.1 75.6 74.3 41.11 30.61 24.22 23.50
4 107.8 88.7 75.6 74.5 42.11 31.50 24.22 23.61
5 108.7 89.2 75.6 74.5 42.61 31.78 24.22 23.61
498 20 1 114.1 91.4 76.4 74.3 45.61 33.00 24.67 23.50
2 114.4 90.7 76.4 74.5 45.78 32.61 24.67 23.61
3 117.5 92.3 76.7 74.8 47.50 33.50 24.83 23.78
4 119.3 93.7 76.9 75 48.50 34.28 24.94 23.89
5 119.8 93.9 77.1 75 48.78 34.39 25.06 23.89
542 25 1 128.7 98.4 53.72 36.89
2 129.2 99.3 54.00 37.39
3 132.1 100.8 55.61 38.22
4 131 99.1 55.00 37.28
5 131 99.3 79.2 76.5 55.00 37.39 26.22 24.72
580 30 1 141.3 103.3 80.2 78.1 60.72 39.61 26.78 25.61
2 144.3 105.8 80.8 78.6 62.39 41.00 27.11 25.89
3 145.8 107.2 81.3 79 63.22 41.78 27.39 26.11
614 35 1 154.4 110.3 82.4 79.7 68.00 43.50 28.00 26.50
2 154.9 110.8 82.8 79.9 68.28 43.78 28.22 26.61
3 158 113.4 83.1 80.4 70.00 45.22 28.39 26.89
4 159.8 114.6 83.7 80.6 71.00 45.89 28.72 27.00
5 160.7 115.2 84 80.8 71.50 46.22 28.89 27.11
644 40 1 166 116.6 85.3 81.5 74.44 47.00 29.61 27.50
5 174 121.1 86.9 82.8 78.89 49.50 30.50 28.22
671 45 1 182.1 123.8 88.2 83.5 83.39 51.00 31.22 28.61
5 188.4 129.2 89.8 84.7 86.89 54.00 32.11 29.28
696 50 1 194.9 132.2 91 85.6 90.50 55.67 32.78 29.78
5 199.9 135 92.3 86 93.28 57.22 33.50 30.00
720 55 1 206.6 136.9 93.4 87.1 97.00 58.28 34.11 30.61
5 208.4 138.4 94.6 87.1 98.00 59.11 34.78 30.61
742 60 5 215.1 138.9 94.8 87.1 101.72 59.39 34.89 30.61
762 65 5 226.8 144.3 95.4 88.5 108.22 62.39 35.22 31.39
781 70 5 234.1 147.7 96.1 88.7 112.28 64.28 35.61 31.50
800 75 5 250.7 156.4 98.8 90.5 121.50 69.11 37.11 32.50
817 80 5 262.4 164.3 101.1 92.1 128.00 73.50 38.39 33.39
834 85 5 273 167.2 103.6 93.7 133.89 75.11 39.78 34.28
850 90 5 284 173.1 105.8 95.2 140.00 78.39 41.00 35.11
865 95 5 294.3 176.9 107.8 95.7 145.72 80.50 42.11 35.39
880 100 5 302.4 181.8 108.1 96.3 150.22 83.22 42.28 35.72
908 110 5 318.9 191.5 109.9 98.6 159.39 88.61 43.28 37.00
933 120 5 333.1 191.5 111.6 99.5 167.28 88.61 44.22 37.50
955 128 5 353.3 196.7 114.3 100.6 178.50 91.50 45.72 38.11
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A-54
!= 1 427 F T1 T2 T3 T4 Plate T2 Tower"= 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4 Bracket thin arm vertical plate Y-axis frame 6cm 15cm 27 cm
Cone Temp 950 C 73 73 72.9 73.2
Heat Flux 126.02 kW/m2
Heat Flux 100.00 kW/m2
Cone Temp 879.40 C Cone Temp 272
Cone Temp Surface Temp 1 Surface Temp 2 Surface Temp 3 Surface Temp 4 Surface Temp 1 Surface Temp 2 Surface Temp 3 Surface Temp 4
[C] [F] [F] [F] [F] [C] [C] [C] [C]
15 445 105.3 86.5 81.9 75.7 40.72 30.28 27.72 24.28
20 498 121.6 96.6 88.9 77.9 49.78 35.89 31.61 25.50
25 542 139.5 106.2 98.1 80.4 59.72 41.22 36.72 26.89
30 580 146.3 110.7 100.2 81.3 63.50 43.72 37.89 27.39
35 614 159.6 118.9 106.2 83.5 70.89 48.28 41.22 28.61
40 644 173.7 126.3 111.6 85.1 78.72 52.39 44.22 29.50
45 671 185.9 133.3 117.1 87.1 85.50 56.28 47.28 30.61
50 696 191.1 136 123.1 88.2 88.39 57.78 50.61 31.22
55 720 204.4 143.4 127.2 90.9 95.78 61.89 52.89 32.72
60 742 222.3 151.9 132.4 92.3 105.72 66.61 55.78 33.50
70 781 238.3 155.7 138.2 92.1 114.61 68.72 59.00 33.39
80 817 263.1 173.5 147.9 96.6 128.39 78.61 64.39 35.89
90 850 289 186.1 158.9 99.5 142.78 85.61 70.50 37.50
100 880 306.1 194 164.1 101.8 152.28 90.00 73.39 38.78
933 341.6 211.8 177.4 106.5 172.00 99.89 80.78 41.39
955 366.6 226.2 188.4 109.6 185.89 107.89 86.89 43.11
Inital Thermal Test
omega janky
Expected Max Temp:
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A-55
S-B Gauge != 0.8"= 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4 272 498
1.59E-07 V/(W/m^2) Assumed Measured HF Date Assumed Measured HF MicroCon MicroCon Date uV HF mV HF
0.159 mV/(kW/m^2) kW mV kW kW mV kW Old KW 419.4 1.8482958 1.914 8.434998
6.28930818 kW/mv 272 4.0 0.396 2.49056604 4/28/18 276 4.1 0.4194 2.63773585 11.00 15.6982959 5/1/18 419.7 1.8496179 1.9 8.3733
340 6.4 0 340 6.4 0 0 421.236 1.85638705 1.8794 8.2825158
405 9.6 0 405 9.6 0 0 417.402 1.83949061 1.8644 8.2164108
445 12.1 0 445 12.1 0 0 421.427 1.85722879 1.8774 8.2737018
498 16.0 1.8138 11.4075472 4/28/18 498 16.0 1.914 12.0377358 16.00 22.8338849 5/1/18 421.236 1.85638705
542 20.0 0 542 20.0 0 0 417.21 1.83864447
580 24.0 2.6896 16.9157233 4/28/18 580 24.0 2.82252 17.7516981 18.26 26.0591712 5/1/18 417.402 1.83949061
614 28.1 0 614 28.1 0 0 417.21 1.83864447
644 32.1 0 644 32.1 0 0 412.456 1.81769359
671 36.0 0 671 36.0 0 0 417.881 1.84160157
696 40.0 4.652 29.2578616 4/28/18 696 40.0 4.81 30.2515723 22.67 32.3527607 5/1/18 413.472 1.8221711
720 44.1 0 720 44.1 0 0 420.565 1.85342996
742 48.1 0 742 48.1 0 0 419.606 1.84920364
762 52.1 0 762 52.1 0 0 421.14 1.85596398
781 56.0 0 781 56.0 0 0 417.977 1.84202464
800 60.1 7.1471 44.9503145 4/28/18 800 60.1 7.301 45.918239 29.05 41.4577723 5/1/18 419.031 1.84666962
817 64.0 0 817 64.0 0 0
834 68.1 0 834 68.1 0 0 AVG 418.491235 1.84429087 8.31618528
850 72.1 0 850 72.1 0 0
865 76.1 0 865 76.1 0 0
880 80.2 9.775 61.4779874 4/28/18 880 80.2 9.845 61.918239 39.81 56.8135599 5/1/18
908 88.2 0 908 88.2 0 0
933 96.0 0 933 96.0 0 0
955 103.1 12.843 80.7735849 4/28/18 955 103.1 13.16 82.7672956 48.85 69.7147049 5/1/18
HF MicroCon
kW kW
276 2.63773585 15.6982959
498 12.0377358 22.8338849
580 17.7516981 26.0591712
696 30.2515723 32.3527607
800 45.918239 41.4577723
880 61.918239 56.8135599
955 82.7672956 69.7147049
Gardon Gauge Assumed Measured HF Date Measured HF Date Diff
kW mV kW mV kW
4.407 272 4.0 0.706 3.11 5/8/18 0.396 2.49 4/28/18 20%
498 16.0 3.08 13.57 5/8/18 1.8138 11.41 4/28/18 16%
580 24.0 4.57 20.14 5/8/18 2.6896 16.92 4/28/18 16%
696 40.0 7.47 32.92 5/8/18 4.652 29.26 4/28/18 11%
800 60.1 11.12 49.01 5/8/18 7.1471 44.95 4/28/18 8%
880 80.2 14.75 65.00 5/8/18 9.775 61.48 4/28/18 5%
943 99.2 18.26 80.47 5/8/18 12.843 80.77 4/28/18 0%
Heat Flux - Cone Temp Curve
Gardon Gauge SB Gauge
y	=	3E-10x4 - 6E-07x3 +	0.0005x2 - 0.1578x	+	18.676
y	=	-3E-10x4 +	1E-06x3 - 0.001x2 +	0.4432x	- 46.87
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Data	Logger	compared	to	uC
Data	Logger Microcontroller
Poly.		(Data	Logger) Poly.		(Microcontroller)
A-56
6.2893 5/20/18 4/28/18 != 5.67E-08 W/m^2 K^4 F= 0.63394038
mv HF HF Surface Temp "
272 0.438 2.75 2.49056604 24.78 6.18 0.869
340 0.718 4.52 29.28 9.54 0.890
405 1.09 6.86 36.61 13.16 0.903
445 1.381 8.69 42.61 15.44 0.909
498 1.86 11.70 11.4075472 48.78 19.24 0.921
542 2.33 14.65 55.00 22.33 0.924
580 2.82 17.74 16.9157233 63.22 24.48 0.932
614 3.305 20.79 68.00 27.11 0.934
644 3.79 23.84 78.89 27.42 0.938
671 4.26 26.79 86.89 28.17 0.939
696 4.71 29.62 29.2578616 93.28 29.03 0.935
720 5.23 32.89 98.00 30.62 0.941
742 5.725 36.01 101.72 32.21 0.944
762 6.21 39.06 108.22 32.61 0.947
781 6.7 42.14 112.28 33.73 0.950
800 7.22 45.41 44.9503145 121.50 33.06 0.953
817 7.74 48.68 128.00 33.20 0.959
834 8.235 51.79 133.89 33.33 0.959
850 8.74 54.97 140.00 33.32 0.962
865 9.261 58.25 145.72 33.42 0.966
880 9.77 61.45 61.4779874 150.22 33.78 0.967
908 11 69.18 159.39 34.91 0.989
933 12.01 75.53 167.28 35.45 0.993
955 13 81.76 80.7735849 178.50 34.70 1.000
Cone Temp - Heat Flux Curve
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A-57
6.2893
mV mV
Point data logger MCU HF Controller HF Point Volt meter MCU HF Controller HF Volt meter ADC HF Diff
1 3.93 -12.3 24.716949 -77.35839 1 3.2 5.29 20.12576 33.270397 3.15 5.44088889 19.81 2.29088889
3.92 -11.1 24.654056 -69.81123 3.1 5.645 19.49683 35.5030985
3.92 -12.1 24.654056 -76.10053 5.291 0 33.2766863
3.922 -15 24.6666346 -94.3395 5.559 0 34.9622187
5.869 36.9119017
5.319 33.4527867
2 3.216 -15.5 20.2263888 -97.48415 5.04 0 31.698072
3.219 -12.6 20.2452567 -79.24518 5.353 0 33.6666229
3.216 -15.6 20.2263888 -98.11308 5.602 0 35.2326586
3.2094 -11.1 20.1848794 -69.81123 0 0
3.2134 -14.4 20.2100366 -90.56592 2 3.8 5.7 23.89934 35.84901 25 mm 3.8 5.92571429 23.90 2.12571429
5.884 37.0062412
6.07 38.176051
4 2.23 -19.6 14.025139 -123.27028 5.865 0 36.8867445
2.2356 -19.8 14.0603591 -124.52814 5.786 0 36.3898898
2.2367 -16.1 14.0672773 -101.25773 6.055 0 38.0817115
2.2365 -19.4 14.0660195 -122.01242 6.12 0 38.490516
2.2452 -18.7 14.1207364 -117.60991
3 1.8 3.474 11.32074 21.8490282 1.8 3.48016667 11.32 1.68016667
3.406 0 21.4213558
5 4.106 -11.4 25.8238658 -71.69802 3.936 0 24.7546848
4.11278 -13.1 25.8665073 -82.38983 3.05 0 19.182365
4.121 -13.4 25.9182053 -84.27662 3.437 0 21.6163241
4.12179 -14.3 25.9231738 -89.93699 3.578 0 22.5031154
4.1212 -12.8 25.9194632 -80.50304
4.1251 -10.5 25.9439914 -66.03765 4 1.1 2.606 6.91823 16.3899158 1.1 2.7982 6.92 1.6982
2.828 0 17.7861404
2.907 0 18.2829951
6 3.87 -11.1 24.339591 -69.81123 2.82 0 17.735826
3.88 -13.2 24.402484 -83.01876 2.83 0 17.798719
3.873 -13.9 24.3584589 -87.42127
5 0.7 2.664 4.40251 16.7546952 0.7 2.721 4.40 2.021
2.778 17.4716754
6 6 7.984 37.7358 50.2137712 6 7.96316667 37.74 1.96316667
7.926 0 49.8489918
7.905 0 49.7169165
8.023 0 50.4590539
7.889 0 49.6162877
8.052 0 50.6414436
7 8.05 9.792 50.628865 61.5848256 8.05 9.73416667 50.63 1.68416667
9.757 0 61.3647001
9.634 0 60.5911162
9.58 0 60.251494
9.812 0 61.7106116
9.83 0 61.823819
8 9.3 10.69 58.49049 67.232617 9.3 10.6371429 58.49 1.33714286
10.59 0 66.603687
10.54 0 66.289222
10.54 0 66.289222
10.61 0 66.729473
10.76 0 67.672868
10.73 0 67.484189
9 10.7 11.87 10.7 12.0442857 67.30 1.34428571
12.02
11.89
12.21
12.1
12.12
12.1
mV
ADC Calibration
y	=	0.9432x	+	2.0752
R²	=	0.99464
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A-58
Point Volt meter MCU HF Controller HF Volt meter ADC HF Diff Point Volt meter MCU HF Controller HF Volt meter ADC HF Diff
1 10.6 10.27 66.66658 64.591111 10.60 10.4971429 66.67 -0.1028571 1 9.75 9.72 61.320675 61.131996 9.75 9.37267 61.32 -0.37733
10.84 68.176012 9.599 60.3709907
10.59 66.603687 9.544 60.0250792
10.32 64.905576 9.47 59.559671
10.52 66.163436 9.151 57.5533843
10.38 65.282934 9.348 58.7923764
10.56 66.415008 9.422 59.2577846
9.173 57.6917489
9.144 57.5093592
9.1557 57.58294401
2 7.9 7.755 49.68547 48.7735215 7.9 7.745125 49.69 -0.154875
7.84 49.308112 2 12.35 12.7 77.672855 79.87411 12.35 12.5988889 77.67 0.24888889
7.452 46.8678636 12.99 81.698007
7.702 48.4401886 12.5 78.61625
8.038 50.5533934 12.89 81.069077
7.685 48.3332705 12.47 78.427571
7.685 48.3332705 12.27 77.169711
7.804 49.0816972 12.35 77.672855
12.57 79.056501
3 5 4.957 31.4465 31.1760601 5 5.19991538 31.45 0.19991538 12.65 79.559645
5.195 32.6729135
5.06 31.823858
4.973 31.2766889
5.423 34.1068739
5.697 35.8301421
5.538 34.8301434
5.532 34.7924076
4.9999 31.44587107
4.892 30.7672556
4.854 30.5282622
5.331 33.5282583
5.147 32.3710271
4 11.4 11.71 71.69802 73.647703 11.4 11.773 71.70 0.373
12.02 75.597386
11.48 72.201164
11.87 74.653991
11.35 71.383555
11.89 74.779777
11.95 75.157135
11.75 73.899275
11.78 74.087954
11.93 75.031349
5 12 12.4 75.4716 77.98732 12 12.3454545 75.47 0.34545455
12.51 78.679143
12.67 79.685431
12.31 77.421283
12.35 77.672855
12.11 76.163423
12.27 77.169711
12.25 77.043925
12.3 77.35839
12.13 76.289209
12.5 78.61625
6 12.8 12.88 80.50304 81.006184 12.8 12.96875 80.50 0.16875
12.86 80.880398
13.06 82.138258
13.1 82.38983
13.02 81.886686
12.95 81.446435
12.92 81.257756
12.96 81.509328
7 1.2 1.177 7.54716 7.4025061 1.2 1.0617 7.55 -0.1383
1.279 0 8.0440147
0.7327 0 4.60817011
0.7889 0 4.96162877
0.9556 0 6.01005508
0.9884 0 6.21634412
1.057 0 6.6477901
1.515 0 9.5282895
8 13.2 13.17 83.01876 82.830081 13.2 13.1845455 83.02 -0.0154545
12.96 81.509328
13 81.7609
13.21 83.081653
12.85 80.817505
13.44 84.528192
13.09 82.326937
13.64 85.786052
13.13 82.578509
13.32 83.773476
13.22 83.144546
mV mV
ADC Calibration
y	=	0.9778x	+	0.123
R²	=	0.99796
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A-59
6.28930818 DATA ADC Diff 0.4194 DATA ADC Diff
mv mv Diff HF HF DATA ADC
1 6.0104 5.25 0.7604 DATA ADC HF 1 6.21378 6.384 -0.17022 DATA ADC Diff HF DATA ADC Diff 2.46 2.43 0.03
2 5.98979 5.207 0.78279 5.9974942 5.207 37.7200893 2 6.217997 6.444 -0.226003 6.210528 6.4188 0.208272 39.0599245 0 0 2.69 2.75 0.06
3 5.9864 5.332 0.6544 5.103045 4.2537 32.0946226 3 6.199499 6.482 -0.282501 6.9352334 6.9854 0.0501666 43.6178201 2 4.27 4.59 -0.32 26.8553459 2.01257862 2.68 2.61 0.07
4 5.9965 5.213 0.7835 3.5085939 2.8615 22.0666283 4 6.216464 6.311 -0.094536 2.7308958 2.7276 0.0032958 17.1754453 3 2.95 2.97 -0.02 18.5534591 0.12578616 2.6 2.6 0
5 5.9913 5.124 0.8673 2.8796795 2.3336 18.1111918 5 6.2049 6.473 -0.2681 4 1.22 1.25 -0.03 7.67295597 0.18867925
6 5.99564 4.978 1.01764 2.8784178 2.297 18.1032566 Node	7 5 1.774 1.53 0.244 11.1572327 1.53459119
7 6.019312 4.803 1.216312 3.8749514 3.309 24.3707635 1 6.920731 6.837 0.083731 6 5.085 5.21 -0.125 31.9811321 0.78616352
8 5.995 5.178 0.817 5.10198 4.211 32.0879245 2 6.94954 7.006 0.083731 7 7.072 7.41 -0.338 44.4779874 2.12578616
9 5.9916 4.722 1.2696 5.908286 4.998 37.1590314 3 6.933478 7.337 -0.403522 8 7.393 7.47 -0.077 46.4968553 0.48427673
10 5.999 5.296 0.703 4 6.938078 6.922 0.016078 9 6.59 6.88 -0.29 41.4465409 1.82389937
5 6.93434 6.825 0.10934 10 3.12 3.34 -0.22 19.6226415 1.3836478
1 5.104 4.323 0.781 11 2.994 3.05 -0.056 18.8301887 0.35220126
2 5.103 3.914 1.189 1 2.728497 2.781 -0.052503 12 6.76 6.89 -0.13 42.5157233 0.81761006
3 5.1 4.208 0.892 2 2.732714 2.582 0.150714 13 7.82 8.02 -0.2 50.4402516 1.25786164
4 5.107 4.112 0.995 3 2.729168 2.701 0.028168 14 7.518 7.82 -0.302 47.2830189 1.89937107
5 5.1035 4.33 0.7735 4 2.73522 2.872 -0.13678 15 0
6 5.1114 4.203 0.9084 5 2.72888 2.702 0.02688 16 0
7 5.107 4.625 0.482 17 2.89 2.8 0.09 18.1761006 0.56603774
8 5.0951 4.06 1.0351 18 6.788 6.87 -0.082 42.6918239 0.51572327
9 5.1036 4.384 0.7196 19 7.93 8.13 -0.2 49.8742138 1.25786164
10 5.09585 4.378 0.71785 20 7.665 7.92 -0.255 48.2075472 1.60377358
21 7.66 7.85 -0.19 48.1761006 1.19496855
1 3.511 2.798 0.713 1 3.511 2.798 0.713 22 4.486 4.93 -0.444 28.2138365 2.79245283
2 3.5026 2.789 0.7136 2 3.5026 2.789 0.7136 23 1.575 1.3 0.275 9.90566038 1.72955975
3 3.51547 2.737 0.77847 3 3.51547 2.737 0.77847 24 4.911 5.24 -0.329 30.8867925 2.06918239
4 3.5195 2.798 0.7215 4 3.5195 2.798 0.7215 25 7.073 7.18 -0.107 44.4842767 0.67295597
5 3.511928 2.615 0.896928 5 3.511928 2.615 0.896928 26 7.463 7.61 -0.147 46.9371069 0.9245283
6 3.5039 2.786 0.7179 6 3.5039 2.786 0.7179 27 6.234 6.41 -0.176 39.2075472 1.10691824
7 3.511641 2.82 0.691641 7 3.511641 2.82 0.691641 28 2.48 2.4 0.08 15.5974843 0.50314465
8 3.495 3.283 0.212 8 3.495 3.283 0.212 29 0
9 3.501 2.958 0.543 9 3.501 2.958 0.543 30 1.63 1.64 -0.01 10.2515723 0.06289308
10 3.5139 3.031 0.4829 31 3.506 3.71 -0.204 22.0503145 1.28301887
32 3.945 3.91 0.035 24.8113208 0.22012579
1 2.88674 2.601 0.28574 33 2.06 2.05 0.01 12.9559748 0.06289308
2 2.86709 2.62 0.24709 34 0
3 2.87744 2.447 0.43044 1.08132726
4 2.88488 2.221 0.66388
5 2.882327 2.358 0.524327
6 2.8874 2.421 0.4664
7 2.8837 2.287 0.5967
8 2.869 2.043 0.826
9 2.878 2.008 0.87
10 2.880218 2.33 0.550218
1 2.8832 2.212 0.6712
2 2.885298 2.15 0.735298
3 2.877631 2.567 0.310631
4 2.88031 2.215 0.66531
5 2.86565 2.341 0.52465
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1 5.909 5.075 0.834
2 5.91772 4.988 0.92972
3 5.89807 4.894 1.00407
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5 5.9063 5.007 0.8993
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Notes: 
 Diagram Includes the general layout of the components in the electronics enclosure. Refer to table in for the wiring connections.
 Buck Converter reduces voltage from motor driver inputs to a voltage appropriate for the fan.
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MCU connections 
 
Terminal Label 
Wire 
Color Connection Notes 
Heat Flux Gauge - Green Input or DAC In Port 
Wires in a wire sleeve 
Heat Flux Gauge + White  Input or DAC In Port 
Heat Flux Gauge GND Black Input or DAC In Port 
MDZ 5V Red MD5 PUL+(+5V) 
MD= Motor Driver(Stepper 
Online) 
MDZ P Yellow MD5 PUL-(PUL)   
MDZ D Blue MD5 DIR-(DIR)   
MDZ E Green MD5 ENA-(ENA)   
MDY 5V Red MD3 PUL+(+5V)   
MDY P Yellow MD3 PUL-(PUL)   
MDY D Blue MD3 DIR-(DIR)   
MDY E Green MD3 ENA-(ENA)   
MDZ 5V Red MD1 PUL+(+5V)   
MDZ P Yellow MD1 PUL-(PUL)   
MDZ D Blue MD1 DIR-(DIR)   
MDZ E Green MD1 ENA-(ENA)   
LIMX VCC Red  MCX Port 3 
MC = Male connector, following 
letter is the axis 
LIMX GND Black  MCX Port 1   
LIMX X2 White  MCX Port 2   
LIMX VCC Red  MCX Port 6   
LIMX GND Black  MCX Port 4   
LIMX X1 White  MCX Port 5   
LIMY VCC Red  MCY Port 3   
LIMY GND Black  MCY Port 1   
LIMY Y2 White  MCY Port 2   
LIMY VCC Red  MCY Port 6   
LIMY GND Black  MCY Port 4   
LIMY Y1 White  MCY Port 5   
LIMZ VCC Red  MCZ Port 3   
LIMZ GND Black  MCZ Port 1   
LIMZ Z2 White  MCZ Port 2   
LIMZ VCC Red  MCZ Port 6   
LIMZ GND Black  MCZ Port 4   
LIMZ Z1 White  MCZ Port 5   
Breakout Pins 5V Varies 
Enable LED and USB LED 
Power   
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Terminal Label 
Wire 
Color Connection Notes 
Breakout Pins GND Varies 
USB LED and E-Stop Switch 
GND 
Breakout Pins PD5 Green Aux Button Wire 
Breakout Pins 3V3 Black Aux Button Wire 
Reset Button Pin 1 Green Reset Button Pin 1 is the bottom left pin on the 
reset switch if the mcu is 
oriented upwards and to the left 
of the switch. 
Reset Button Pin 2 Black Reset Button Pin 2 is the top left pin on the 
reset switch if the mcu is 
oriented upwards and to the left 
of the switch. 
Tcouple Input 1- Black M1- 
Tcouple Input 1+ Yellow M1+ 
Tcouple Input 2- Black M2- 
Tcouple Input 2+ Orange M2+ 
Tcouple Input 3- Black M3- 
Tcouple Input 3+ Orange M3+ 
Tcouple Input 4- Black M4- 
Tcouple Input 4+ Orange M4+ 
Tcouple Input 5- Black M5- 
Tcouple Input 5+ Orange M5+ 
Tcouple Input 6- Black M6- 
Tcouple Input 6+ Orange M6+ 
Tcouple Input 7- Black M7- 
Tcouple Input 7+ Orange M7+ 
Tcouple Input 8- Black M8- 
Tcouple Input 8+ Orange M8+ 
Tcouple Input 9- Black M9- 
Tcouple Input 9+ Orange M9+ 
Tcouple Input 10- Black M10- 
Tcouple Input 10+ Orange M10+ 
Male Connector Connections 
Axis-Pin Number 
Wire 
Color Connection 
X-1 Black PCB LIMX GND 
X-2 White PCB LIMX X1 
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Connection Description 
Wire 
Color Wire Destination  Notes 
X-3 Red PCB LIMX VCC 
X-4 Black PCB LIMX GND 
X-5 White PCB LIMX X2 
X-6 Red PCB LIMX VCC 
X-9 Black MD1 A+ 
X-10 Green MD1 B-   
X-11 Red MD1 B+ 
X-12 Blue MD1 A-   
X-13 Black MD2 A+ 
X-14 Green MD2 B-   
X-15 Red MD2 B+ 
X-16 Blue MD2 A-   
Y-1 Black PCB LIMY GND 
Y-2 White PCB LIMY Y1 
Y-3 Red PCB LIMY VCC 
Y-4 Black PCB LIMY GND 
Y-5 White PCB LIMY Y2 
Y-6 Red PCB LIMY VCC 
Y-9 Black MD3 B+ 
Y-10 Green MD3 A-   
Y-11 Red MD3 A+ 
Y-12 Blue MD3 B-   
Y-13 Black MD4 B+ 
Y-14 Green MD4 A-   
Y-15 Red MD4 A+ 
Y-16 Blue MD4 B-   
Z-1 Black PCB LIMZ GND 
Z-2 White PCB LIMZ Z1 
Z-3 Red PCB LIMZ VCC 
Z-4 Black PCB LIMZ GND 
Z-5 White PCB LIMZ Z2 
Z-6 Red PCB LIMZ VCC 
Z-9 Black MD5 B-   
Z-10 Green MD5 B+ 
Z-11 Red MD5 A+ 
Z-12 Blue MD5 A-   
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Miscellaneous Connections 
Connection Description 
Wire 
Color Wire Destination  Notes 
Out+(Buck Converter) Red Fan 
Out -(Buck Converter) Blue Fan 
In+(Buck Converter) Red MD2 V+ 
In-(Buck Converter) Black MD2 GND 
Pin4(E-Stop Switch) White 
3 wires go to ENA-(ENA) on 
MD2,4 and 5 
Pin3(E-Stop Switch) Black Pin3(E-Stop) to Pin2(E-Stop) 
Pin2(E-Stop Switch) Black GND on MCU Breakout Pins 
Pin1(E-Stop Switch) Black Enable LED 
MD1 +V Red Power Supply +V 
MD1 GND Black Power Supply COMM 
MD2 +V Red Power Supply +V 
MD2 GND Black Power Supply COMM 
MD3 +V Red Power Supply +V 
MD3 GND Black Power Supply COMM 
MD4 +V Red Power Supply +V 
MD4 GND Black Power Supply COMM 
MD5 +V Red Power Supply +V 
MD5 GND Black Power Supply COMM 
MD1 ENA+(+5V) Red MD2 ENA+(+5V) 
MD2 ENA+(+5V) Red MD2 DIR+(+5V) 
MD2 DIR+(+5V) Red MD2 PUL+(+5V) 
MD3 ENA+(+5V) Red MD4 ENA+(+5V) 
MD4 ENA+(+5V) Red MD4 DIR+(+5V) 
MD4 DIR+(+5V) Red MD4 PUL+(+5V) 
MD5 ENA+(+5V) Red MD5 DIR+(+5V) 
MD5 DIR+(+5V) Red MD5 PUL+(+5V) 
Note: Please refer to the wiring diagram which describes the layout 
of the following electrical components 
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Power Switch Wiring Diagram: 
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Notes: 
 The following schematic and board has the issue fixed involving a wire being routed from 3V3 to
the limit switch terminals. No changes would be necessary.
 On the original provided PCB boards the bottom of the board has a wire soldered connected 3V3 to
the limit switch VCC plane. This was due to the 3V3 plane being incorrectly named VCC.
P-3
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Pinout Usage on Atmel XMEGA256A3-AU 
Pin Name Pin Number Pin Connection 
PA0 62 Limit Switch X1 
PA1 63 Limit Switch X2 
PA2 64 Motor Driver 1 Enable Pin X-Axis 
PA3 1 Motor Driver 1 Direction Pin X-Axis 
PA4 2 Motor Driver 2 Enable Pin Y-Axis 
PA5 3 Motor Driver 2 Direction Pin Y-Axis 
PA6 4 Motor Driver 3 Enable Pin Z-Axis 
PA7 5 Motor Driver 3 Direction Pin Z-Axis 
PB0 6 Heat Flux Gauge + 
PB1 7 
PB2 8 
PB3 9 
PB4 10 Heat Flux Gauge - 
PB5 11 
PB6 12 
PB7 13 
PC0 16 Motor Driver Pulse 1 X-axis 
PC1 17 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PC2 18 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PC3 19 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PC4 20 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PC5 21 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PC6 22 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PC7 23 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PD0 26 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PD1 27 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PD2 28 Thermocouple Chip I/O 
PD3 29 Motor Driver Pulse 2 Y-Axis 
PD4 30 Motor Driver Pulse 3 Z-Axis 
PD5 31 SPI ADC Breakout Board Input 
PD6 32 MISO 
PD7 33 SCK 
PE0 36 
PE1 37 
PE2 38 TX 
A-70
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Pin Name Pin Number Pin Connection 
PE3 39 RX 
PE4 40 Limit Switch Y2 
PE5 41 Limit Switch Y1 
TOSC2 42  
TOSC1 43  
PF0 46  
PF1 47 Limit Switch Z1 
PF2 48 Limit Switch Z2 
PF3 49  
PF4 50  
VBAT 51  
PF6 54  
PF7 55  
PR0 58 Crystal Oscillator 
PR1 59 Crystal Oscillator 
GND 14 GND 
GND 24 Thermocouple GND 
GND 34 GND 
GND 44 GND 
GND 52 GND 
GND 60 GND 
VCC 15 VCC 
VCC 25 Thermocouple VCC 
VCC 35 VCC 
VCC 45 VCC 
VCC 53 VCC 
AVCC 61 AVCC 
PDI Data 56 Reset Switch 
RESET/PDI_CLK 57 Reset Switch 
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Part Value/Description Package Quantity/Board
Thermocouple Chip MAX31855 SMD SO08 10
Ferrite Bead 2.2kOhm at 100mHz SMD 805 23
Ceramic Capactor 0.1 uF SMD C0805K 10
Ceramic Capacitor 0.01 uF(10000 pF) SMD 805 10
USB Mini USB B Connector UX60-MSB-5S8 1
Resettable Fuse 500 mA SMD PTC 1206 1
USB Chip FT232RLSSOP SSOP28DB 1
Capacitor 0.1UF-25V(+80/-20%)(0603) SMD Cap-603 1
Tantalum Capacitor 10UF-16V-10% SMD EIA3216 1
Capacitor 0.1 uF SMD 805 1
Resistors 1kOhm SMD 805 13
Red LED SMD 1206 1
Green LED SMD 1206 1
N-Channel MOSFET 100V, 170 mA Surface Mount SOT-23 9
Resistor 220 Ohm SMD 805 9
Capacitor 1 uF SMD 805 1
Capacitor 10 uF SMD 805 3
Capacitor 3.3 uF SMD CT3216 1
Voltage Regulator 3.3 v Output SMD SOT223 1
Inductor 10 uH SMD L1812 1
Capacitor 10 nF SMD 805 4
Capacitor 100 nF SMD 805 4
Reset Switch BF3-1000 6mmx6mm 1
PDI Female Header 2x03 2.54mm Pitch Spacing 1
Crystal Oscillator 12 MHz HC49/S 1
Crysal Capacitors 10 pF SMD 805 2
Atmel XMEGA256A3U-AU TQFP-64 1
Screw Terminals(x3) Through hole POL254 1
Screw Terminals(x4) Through hole POL254 3
Screw Terminals(x6) Through hole POL254 4
Screw Terminals(x10) Through hole POL254 2
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Part Value/Description Quantity
PCB Board N/A 1
Type-K Thermocouple Jacks Female Screw Terminal 10
16 Pin Connector Male 3
16 Pin Connector Female 3
Blue LED 2
Push Buttons 2
Estop 10 Amp 1
Buck Converter 1
Fan 50X50mm, 12V 1
Motor Drivers 24-50V 5
3 Prong Connectors 10mm 2
Power Switch 1
Power Supply 36V, 15Amps 1
Acriyc Clear N/A
Rubber Legs 1/4 screw 4
Wire Female N/A
Nuts/Bolts M4,M5, 1/4'' N/A
Nylon Standoffs 5mm 4
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WARNING – This device is intended to be used in an environment of high intensity heat 
flux, use caution at all times to prevent injury during testing. Fire testing is inherently 
dangerous; adequate safety measures must be taken to prevent injury. 
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Required Equipment  
 
-ISO Mass Loss Cone Calorimeter  
 
-Automated Heat Flux Calibration Device 
 
-Schmidt-Boelter Heat flux gauge 
 
 
Device Overview 
 
 
Figure 1: Exploded Assembly of the Final Design. The linear stage assembly that is oriented 
vertically shall be defined as the z-axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
Note – this manual details the operation of the calibration device only; this manual also 
references the use of a cone heater as a heat source. Please refer to the proper documentation 
for the operation of the cone heater or another part of the ISO mass loss calorimeter mentioned 
in this document. It should also be noted that this calibration device was designed such that it 
could be scaled up to be used for larger radiant panels, but should be used within the conditions 
specified in this manual.  
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Set-up Procedure 
Attach Schmidt-Boelter gauge: note that this particular design incorporates a specific model of 
heat flux gauge. Attach the gauge to the end of arm on the z-axis of the device. Ensure that the 
spacers are in place to keep the gauge off the support bracket.  
Figure 2. Close up of the schmidt-Boelter gauge attached to the stand off bracket on the device. 
Connect water line/data output wires: Before turning on the heat source, ensure that the water 
lines are attached to the heat flux gauge. Also ensure that the wires from the heat flux gauge and 
various thermocouples are all properly attached to device. 
Place device in front of cone heater: Ensure that the calibration device is placed as indicated in 
the picture below (picture to come in a later edit). Any deviation from this positioning must be 
accounted for by editing the options in the user interface. 
Connect to power/Turn on cone heater: Begin ramping up the heater to the desired intensity. 
Ensure that the calibration device is at the starting position until the calibration process begins. 
Ensure that the heater has leveled out at steady temperature before beginning the calibration. 
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User Interface 
The User Interface for heat flux calibration will be located on the desktop or in a specified folder on 
the testing computer and can run on mac, linux, and windows platforms. Source files will be 
provided for this python based program if it is desired to change or customize features for later 
versions.  
The interface, once loaded will display a window similar to the one pictured below. There are a few 
key display areas to become familiar with before operational instruction. 
Figure 3. Graphical User Interface 
Serial Connection Manager Window 
This area is primarily used to select the heat flux custom DAQ/MCU serial port that is used to 
communicate to the user interface and connect or disconnect from the device. The small text 
window may be occasionally used for serial line monitoring and debugging if enabled as well. 
● To connect to the device when the usb cable is plugged in, select the correct device name in
the serial dropdown and click connect.
● The button will turn green if connection is successful as pictured below.
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Figure 4. Serial Window 
 
Program Setup Window 
The control tab is located in the upper left quadrant of the main window and consists of system 
configuration controls and three different coordinate entry tabs to choose from. 
 
 
Manual Control Setup Tab 
This tab is the first tab to be used in an operation. Form this tab, the user is able to manually 
move the device to a desired location, zero and home axes, and switch axis directions.  
 
● Manual Button Control:  
○ The device may be manually moved in continuous mode, or incremental steps 
depending on the selection in the control type drop down.  
○ Step distance may be specified in the the step distance spin box.  
○ Keyboard control may also be enabled for convenience control (see hotkeys section 
for how to use). 
● User Coordinates Setup: 
○ Each axis can be zeroed on the user coordinate system using the “0 X”, “0 Y”, “0 
Z”, buttons 
○ Axis may also be flipped or inverted, however this is not generally recommended 
○ The Run Homing Routine button will re-home the device at the machine origin and 
is similar to the reset button. 
○ Go to origin is useful for returning to a specified user origin if the user coordinate 
system is zeroed somewhere or for returning the machine origin. 
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Figure 5. Manual Control Window 
Coordinate Enter Tab 
This tab is used to enter coordinates manually into a data table and run a calibration from 
there. It is most suitable for a smaller number of points or test runs, but should not be used 
for large sampling sets. 
● Enter in sets of coordinates manually here.
● This table may be saved if it is to be used in another test.
● Once ready to run select the run button and the device will begin to operate.
Figure 6. Coordinate Entry Window 
Settings Tab 
This tab is used for more advanced settings and should only be adjusted by someone familiar 
with the system. 
● Sensor delay specifies the time the heat flux sensor should wait before taking any readings.
This value helps account for the time constant of transient response before reaching steady
state. The recommended setting for this is 5 seconds or higher.
● Nodal Readings specifies the number of readings to be taken and averaged at each node.
Readings are taken every 1 ms. The recommended value for this setting is 10,000 or higher
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● Pulses per Rev accounts for the setting pins on the motor driver boxes. This setting should
rarely be adjusted.
● The sensor calibration value dropdown allows for changing of the millivolt to heat flux
conversion.
Figure 7. Settings Window 
From Data File Tab 
This tab allows the user to take in coordinate sample data from a pre-existing .csv data file 
stored in the same directory as the user interface. This data entry method is well suited for 
repeated tests with coordinates generated in excel or matlab. 
● Coordinates may be conveniently uploaded from a csv file.
● Make sure the csv file is in the same directory as the GUI program.
● Select the file you wish to upload and click import coordinates.
● The csv file could be formatted as shown with x as row A, y as row B, and z as row C.
● Coordinates will be previewed in the coordinate enter tab before running.
Figure 8. CSV Upload Window 
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Figure 9. Sample Format for CSV File 
 
 
Generated Coordinates Tab 
This last data entry tab allows the user to automatically generate coordinates in a specified 
sample region with adjustable sampling resolution. This method is best for general use and 
single tests. Right now the sample profile is always a 3D rectangular prism. 
 
● Specify the number of readings in along each axis; the Y axis is the number of planes 
● Specify the minimum and maximum of each axis. If the sensor is zeroed in the middle of the 
cone heater settings might look like those pictured below. 
● Once again, coordinates will be previewed in the coordinate entry tab after selecting 
generate. 
 
 
Figure 10. Sample Data Entry for Coordinate Generation 
 
 
Status and Runtime Controls Window 
This window provides essential readouts and system controls during the runtime of a program. 
Readouts display values such as location, temperature, heat flux, etc. Control buttons include reset, 
estop, pause, resume, and so on. There are also controls to adjust the speed of the device and, most 
importantly, pick the units for which the device is to operate in. 
 
● Change the system units by selected the desired units in the units dropdown 
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● The Get Heat Flux Button will take manual readings of the heat flux and record them in the 
output data table 
● The Run Speed slider may be adjusted to achieve desired system speed or avoid resonance 
● The 5 control buttons at the top can be used during run time. 
● The units drop down can be changed to in, mm, cm, and m 
 
Figure 11. Runtime Controls Window 
 
Real Time Data Viewer Window 
The real-time data viewer region contains three tabs displaying resulting calibration data during the 
run.  
 
3D Data Plot Tab 
This plot shows data in a 3D scatter plot with varying color which indicates heat flux intensity. The 
current position of the sensor in relation to the graph is always indicated by a blue point. 
 
● Data is displayed by colored points in space. 
● The graph may be rotated in 3D space to see distribution from different angles. 
● Marker color is associated with heat flux intensity. 
● The blue marker signifies where the sensor currently is during a run. 
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Figure 12. 3D Data Preview 
 
2D Plane Data Plot Tab 
This plot shows data taken at a specified X-Z plane of data normal to the heat flux sensor, at 
a chosen distance. Point color indicates heat flux intensity as well. 
 
● Data is sliced up by plane. 
● The plane to be viewed may be selected by adjusting the spin box on the left. 
● Marker color is associated with heat flux intensity. 
 
 
Figure 13. 2D Data Preview 
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Figure 14. 3D Data Preview of a slice 
Data Table Tab 
This Tab simply display a table of all x, y, z, and heat flux data taken at each specified point 
as it is measured and updated. 
● Heat flux, x location, y location, z location, and sample time are provided in this table. 
● Once a run is complete data may be exported as a csv file. 
● Data may be cleared after each run by pressing the clear button, otherwise another run will 
combine with the previous run. 
 
 
Figure 15. Output Data Table 
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Operation Procedure: 
 
1. Plug in Mini USB cable to the device. The USB light should turn on as shown. Press the 
Estop button down for now so that the enabled light goes out. This will prevent the device 
from moving while we are setting up. 
 
  
Figure 16. Front Face of Enclosure 
2. Load the user interface program. Select device from serial drop down. The name will be 
different for mac, windows, and linux. For mac it will be: /dev/cu.usbserial-A904QHM1 
For windows it will be COM#. If the device does not show up try pressing the refresh 
button. When it is selected, press “Connect to Device” and the button will turn green.  
 
 
Figure 17. Serial Connection 
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3. Power up the enclosure by flipping the power switch on the back of the enclosure to on. 
You should hear the fan turn on. Ensure that all necessary wires, power cords, and 
connectors are plugged in.  
 
 
Figure 18. Back Face of Enclosure, Off, Unplugged 
 
 
Figure 19. Back Face of Enclosure, On and Plugged in 
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4. Return to the user interface window. Press the reset button on the user interface and turn
the Estop button on the enclosure to release it. The device should begin to home to its
origin.
Figure 20. GUI Operation 
5. On the User interface window: select the units you want to operate in from the units drop
down bar in the status and runtime controls window. Manually move the device to the new
origin you desire (usually the cone heater center). This can be done by pressing the X+, X-,
etc. buttons on the screen or using the keyboard. Hotkeys are listed later on, but for now
you can use the keyboard arrow keys for the X and Y axis and “Z” and “X” keys for the Z
axis. Play around with these controls until they become familiar. You can also switch
between incremental and continuous movement with the control type drop down. Sensor
location will be updated on the 3D plot as you move.
6. Once at the origin, go ahead and press the “0 X”, “0 Y”, and “0 Z” buttons. The user
coordinate display should now be set to all zeros as shown.
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Figure 21. User Coordinates Zeroed 
 
7. Now we may import coordinates with one of the three data entry methods and select run.  
1. From CSV file 
■ Coordinates may be conveniently uploaded from a csv file. 
■ Make sure the csv file is in the same directory as the UI program. 
■ Select the file you wish to upload and click Import Coordinates. 
■ The csv file could be formatted as shown with x as row A, y as row B, and z 
as row C. 
■ Coordinates will be previewed in the coordinate entry tab before running. 
 
 
Figure 22. CSV Import Method 
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Figure 23. Sample CSV 
 
2. Generated Coordinates (probably the most useful) 
■ Specify the number of readings in along each axis; the Y axis is the number 
of planes 
■ Specify the minimum and maximum of each axis. If the sensor is zeroed in 
the middle of the cone heater settings might look like those pictured below. 
■ Once again, coordinates will be previewed in the coordinate entry tab after 
selecting generate. 
 
 
Figure 24. Generation Method 
 
3. Coordinate Entry 
■ Other methods will input coordinates into this table 
■ If none exist yet, enter in sets of coordinates manually here. 
■ This table may be saved if it is to be used in another test. 
■ Once ready to run select the run button and the device will begin to operate. 
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Figure 25. Table Entry Method 
 
8. The device should be running. Make sure the heater is being operated correctly and that 
water is flowing through the heat flux sensor. Refer to the beginning of the manual to ensure 
this. Be sure to monitor for collisions, motor overheating, and device seizing during run 
time. Use the Estop, Pause, or Reset buttons appropriately if any issues are occuring. Data 
will begin to be taken and shown in the table and plots. Upon completion save data or 
continue another un. Power down system when finished. 
 
 
Figure 26. Data Being Taken 
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Hotkeys: 
 
● Right Arrow: X Plus movement 
● Left Arrow: X Minus movement 
● Up Arrow: Y Forward movement 
● Down Arrow: Y Backwards movement 
● Z: Z Up movement 
● X: Z Down movement 
● Spacebar: Get Heat Flux 
● ESC: Quit  
 
Troubleshooting  
 
1) Board 
 
● General Malfunction 
If the device is ever malfunctioning, the most certain way to fix the device is to perform a 
“hard reset.” This entails disconnecting and then reconnecting power to the device, which 
forces the software to reset from the beginning of the program. This reset can be performed 
by pressing the red reset button on the enclosure, or simply unplugging the USB cable from 
the interface computer and then plugging it back in. 
 
● Cannot Connect to Serial Port 
 Be sure to press the “Refresh Device List” button, and then select the proper com port. If 
the com port appears, but you still cannot connect, try using a different USB port and repeating this 
process. 
 
● Location Control Has Become Inaccurate 
 If the device is not tracking its location accurately, it is likely sufficient to perform a “soft 
reset” on the device. This entails clicking the “Reset” button on the interface, which signals the 
controller to reset itself through a software program. Resetting the software causes the device to 
enter an initialization state, which entails a homing routine, in which the device recedes to the 
machine origin, in order to re-establish its location. 
 
● Controller Will Not Turn On (No USB ports can be found) 
 First, ensure that the USB is firmly plugged into the enclosure and the interface computer. 
 
2) Hardware 
 
● Motor is buzzing 
○ Motor wire has come unplugged 
○ Trace the wire back to the board, try wiggling it to varying occurrence 
○ Use a continuity tester 
○ Tighten loose wire once found 
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● Axis became misaligned
○ Power off system
○ Manually spin motor to realign axis
○ Try running again
● Device is squealing and getting stuck
○ Lubricate the rails and lead screw with machine lubricant or high temp graphite
spray.
○ Try loosening the bushings that are getting stuck.
○ Try loosening and adjusting axis cross members if still a problem.
● Device is wobbling too much
○ Turn bushing clearance nut with 9mm wrench as shown
○ Two of these nuts are located on each stage and are identified by a clearance
countersink around the bolt head which can be seen below.
○ These bushings should be regularly adjusted from time to time.
Figure 27. Adjusting bushing clearance nut 
● Device resets when it shouldn’t
○ Limit switch is coming disconnected or shorting
○ Check connections
● Devices just stops running in the middle of a coordinate routine
○ Limit switch is coming disconnected or shorting
○ Check connections
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● One motor isn’t running at all, no sound
○ Check driver lights, if one is red instead of green river may be bad
○ Check driver wires
○ Motor may be bad
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